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DESIGN TO ENDURE

S

ave the old where possible, build the
new to endure through the next generations.
Whether new construction or adapting old
buildings, do quality construction, using quality
materials.Where practical make things by hand
not mass produced and disposable. Handmade
items become storytellers. They maintain the
energy, eﬀorts, and soul of the person who took
the time to create them, and tell a story to the
people that come after. They create a legacy.
Think of that doll cradle that Grandpa made for
you that your children are now playing with.
The things we hand down in life are important.
They speak to values, artisans and caring.
Much new residential construction is being built
such that the lifespan of the building will not
outlast the mortgage. Many items need to be
replaced long before they are paid for. It is the
same in the furniture industry. Furniture that is
mass produced out of cheap materials ends up
breaking and needing replacement all too soon.
Much furniture is all form and tenuous function.
Designers should have a goal to create work
that will be around longer than ourselves.
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CONSIDER PLACE

P

lace is the location, surroundings,
history and culture of where a structure is
located. What are the local building materials,
the limestone of Texas Hill Country, the red brick
of North Carolina, or the wood of the North West
Mountains? What are the surroundings, is it on
the water, in the woods, on a mountain, in the
desert? Use natural local materials and colors
indicative of its location and root the building
to the earth. This is especially noticeable when
new construction is mixing with old buildings
in a common neighborhood. In these situations
it is important to remember history and honor
designs of the past and be respectful of the
surroundings of the area. Try to incorporate
authentic elements into the design so that no
matter where the location or what the time
period, the design enhances rather than fights
with its surroundings.

BE A STORYTELLER

E

very building and every owner leaves
a footprint on a place, especially old and historic
buildings. Varied cultures each leave their
influence on the design and function of buildings.
Through exploration of a building, its structure
and its artifacts, a story begins to emerge. Many
structures have witnessed much history. Through
time the story builds and is often hidden away.
Make an attempt to uncover the stories where
possible and honor them, but don’t be inhibited
by them, continue creating a new story. Using
items in the design that tell a story of the people
that live there can help accomplish this goal in
the interior. Incorporate elements into the design
that consider where they have travelled, what is
their family life and heritage, what do they do
and enjoy in their free time, and what it is that
provokes emotion.

DESIGN ETHOS

CREATE WITH TRADITION

T

he definition of tradition is the
handing down of statements, beliefs,
legends, customs informed from generation
to generation (Oxford Dictionary). Traditional
design by definition embraces history and a
story. Many people find comfort in things from
their past with which they identify or gave them
good feelings, the wallpaper in their home as
a child, a certain style of furnishings, or things
that bring memories of loved ones. The warmth
of traditional design is also created through
softness. Softness can be created by things
like draperies, upholstery, pillows and throws.
When a room is empty, hard, unupholstered
and minimal, there is not as much comfort and
warmth. Minimalism, while creating a truly
curated look, does not always have the inviting
warmth that is desired in a home. That does
not mean that a modern home cannot be warm,
but consider using upholstered pieces of natural
fibers.

DESIGN TO CREATE HOME

H

“
ome is where the heart is”, “Home
Sweet Home”, “There’s no place like home”,
“Hearth and Home”. These are all expressions
that describe people’s feelings about home. A
home is something that everyone needs, and
many people strive to create.
In residential design there are things that
can make any dwelling a home. Incorporating
people’s story into their space by highlighting
their interests, and using items that are
handed down generation to generation to instill
designs from their past. Home is about comfort
and warmth. The idea of having a fireplace
where practical gives a feeling of warmth
and security, whether it's modern gas or old
style wood burning,“Keeping the home fires
burning” describes the feeling of being gone but
knowing a warm home will be there to return
to. Upholster furniture for softness. Incorporate
the kitchen within the family gathering space.
Smells of cooking and interaction with family add
to the feeling of home. The trappings of life are
important too. A home needs stuﬀ, a connection
to its inhabitants. Don’t be a minimalist. Family
comes with some mess, these are the trappings
of a life well lived.
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MOTIVATION

T

he City of Hopewell, Va is a small town
with a population of roughly 23,000 people.
Its history dates back to the European founding
of the country. It has seen the Revolutionary
War, the Civil War, the eﬀects of WWI, WWII
and the rise and fall of industries. It is racially,
ethnically and economically diverse (Living In
Hopewell, VA areavibes.com). Since the 1970’s
it has been a city forgotten. As in many other
small towns, malls and big box stores have
caused shoppers to leave their neighborhood
stores and have left the Main Street of the city,
Broadway Ave., deserted ( L., Lopilato 2003.
p. xi, p.55 ). In 1974, the city's reputation was
tarnished by the contamination of the sewage
system with Kepone by one of its industries. The
result was an environmental hazard in the James
River and consequently the Chesapeake Bay
(Peters, J. 1978, p.1). This reputation is diﬃcult
to overcome. Today it is a struggling city and in
need of revitalization and stabilization. The City
is already undergoing a reawakening with the
emergence of new restaurants, a beautiful new
library, the revival of the local performing arts
theater and a new Center for Arts and Healing,
that has been using community art to try to
instill identity back to the community. It is well
established that the first wave of revitalizers in
a community are the producers of art (Cameron
and Coaﬀee 2005).
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ISSUE

T

he Historic Districts of City Point
and Downtown in Hopewell, VA. comprise an
area of about 40 acres known for its history,
dating back to 1609 and earlier. Its location at
the confluence of two major rivers has given
it historic significance for 400 years. City Point
was the landing place of early European settlers,
a thriving port town, an important Civil War
location and a WWI munitions area. It is now
a Designated Historic District with a National
Historic Battlefield Park. The Downtown was
established during the WWI era. It too is a
designated Historic District with intact, surviving
examples of a linear Main Street constructed
of brick. The two districts have several historic
vacant buildings dating from the 18th to the 20th
century, in need of ownership and new purpose.
As Detroit urban planner Tricia Demarco (2021)
stated, the condition of neighborhood buildings
is contagious. A few unattended buildings can
destabilize an entire area. Whether buildings in a
neighborhood are cared for, determines whether
the next person will care (DeMarco,T., 2021).
The City Point area is mostly residential. In the
age of COVID many people are living, working
and educating their children from home. Homes
need to be designed to fit today’s needs, both
physical and emotional. To continue the forward
momentum and preserve the history and identity
of these Historic Districts, a cluster of four
buildings was reinvented rather than removed.
Since artists are the stage one stabilizers, the
three City Point buildings were redesigned and
modernized for today’s living, as artists' homes
and workplaces. Each residence contains its
own studio space. The fourth building in the
Downtown District is an artists’ Gallery and Retail
space to commodify the artists’ work and help
encourage cultural exchange and second stage
revitalization in the community.

METHODS

A

review of literature on the ties
between Historic Preservation and Urban
Revitalization, as well as a survey of the
writings of architects and craftsmen, serves
as a foundation for this study. Studies of the
communities of Savannah,GA; Marfa, TX;
Gateshead ,U.K.; Eufala, AL; clarified the roles
of historic preservation, artists and the creative
community in revitalization eﬀorts in other
places. An interview with Tricia DeMarco, a
Detroit Urban Planner with Spalding DeDecker,
gave insight into urban planning philosophy and
the importance of neighborhood stabilization
and adaptive reuse in other parts of the
country. Historic construction experts helped
inform the benefits of the reuse of historic
buildings. Experts on historic construction such
as Carl Lounsberry of the Historic Williamsburg
Foundation, helped gain enlightenment of
historic craftsmanship of the 601 Prince Henry
Ave building. The Hopewell City Planner
Chris Ward and Rita Joyner of the City Point
Architectural Review Board, supplied much
historical documentation on the area and the
individual buildings. Interviews with artists and
industry professionals informed the design of
the artists’ studios and gallery space.

ABSTRACT

RESULTS

T

here are benefits to the adaptive
reuse of old buildings. Many older buildings
exhibit quality construction techniques that
are missing in today’s construction. An historic
carpenter stated that he nearly left the field
of construction due to a lack of quality in even
high end new construction.Two other historic
carpenterrs that work on historic buildings,
agree “they don’t build them like they used
to.” All three historic reconstructors also agree
that new materials are often inferior in quality
to the materials found in historic buildings. For
this reason and environmental sustainability,
existing structure is maintained where possible
and demolished materials are often reused. The
reuse of older buildings helps maintain the fiber
of a neighborhood as well. “Maintaining physical
reminders of the past creates a deeper sense
of place that enhances residents’ and visitors’
perceptions of a neighborhood” (ZahirovicHerbert and Chatterjee 2011). Increased
property values due to stabilization of an area
results in a benefit to the local community
through an increased tax base (Coulson and
Leichenko 2004). People who live there benefit
emotionally from a continuing community, rather
than demolition and replacement (Jacobs, J.
1961).

REFLECTIONS

S

ince prehistoric times, man has
used the design of their interior environment
to establish their sense of place in the world:
through storytelling, seeking comfort and
security, striving for beauty and individual
expression, to exhibit status, wealth and power
; and to try to insure immortality (Pile J. & Guru
J.,2014, n.p.). Historic buildings are connected
to place and help preserve history. They are
witnesses and storytellers of times before us.
There is a sense of patriotism that comes with
the preservation of culture and history (Coulson
and Leichenko 2004). People need grounding to
place in uncertain times. These buildings, when
saved from demolition, help preserve historical
cultural identity and stabilize the neighborhoods
where they are located.
“In the South, an understanding and a respect
for the past are such a part of the culture that
historic preservation represents more than the
perpetuation of physical resources. Historic
resources serve as a link to the past, and they
reinforce an individual sense of identity and
orientation as well as a sense of place” (Rushing,
W., 2010, p. 84).
New creative culture brought to the historic
buildings will continue the story of these
structures, help stimulate a stagnant
environment and give a boost to the community
at large.
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Tavern - 601 Prince Henry Ave.

Church - 609 Brown Ave.

School - 505 Prince Henry Ave.

Gallery - 226 E. Boadway Ave.

PROGRAM STATEMENT

T

601 Prince
Henry Ave
609 Brown

Distance
1.1 miles

his study focuses on the stabilization and revitalization
of two Historic Districts that border the confluence of the James and
Appomattox Rivers, in the City of Hopewell, Virginia. The City will
exhibit forward movement, through the adaptive reuse of four historic
structures. Three of the buildings are located in close proximity in
the historic neighborhood of City Point. The fourth building, while
still within walking distance of the other three buildings, is located on
the heart of the main street, E. Broadway Ave. The three City Point
Buildings are merged together by historic stories that they could
tell. All were built before or during the Civil War. They are “witness”
buildings to a 19th century part of the history of City Point and Virginia.
The fourth, in the business district, dates to 1919 and has its own story
to tell.
The City Point and the Downtown Historic Districts have several
historic vacant buildings dating from the 18th to the 20th century, in
need of ownership and new purpose.
The Virginia Department of Historic Resources [VDHR] describes City
Point as a “tree-shaded residential neighborhood with 18th- and 19thcentury buildings scattered among architecturally harmonious later
ones” ( VDHR). The vacant buildings, a church, a school and a tavern,
are destabilizing factors in a residential area. Focus was placed on
these three buildings, which were reinvented rather than removed, thus
preserving history and place, while establishing a modern aesthetic and
design purpose for today’s residential needs. Each residence exhibits
the merging of home and work environments for artists.
The 226 E. Broadway Building is part of the second stage
revitalization of the main street of The Downtown Historic District. It
will be a companion building to the three artists' homes, as a gallery for
art sales. It is a junction point for the art produced by the local artists
to have an end goal of reinvigorating the area. All four buildings are
within one mile of each other.
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FROM LEFT: Virginia State Map courtesy of Bing Images; Hopewell Vicinity to Richmond Map courtesy of
Bing Images; Hopewell Linear brick downtown courtesy of google earth.

HOPEWELL

Richmond

Hope--
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HOPEWELL, VA TODAY

A

Hopewell Main Street, E. Broadway Ave

ccording to Area Vibes Inc., Hopewell today is a city with
approximately 22,600 residents. The City scores a 69/100 for livability and
ranks better than 52% of all cities across America. Hopewell’s cost of living is
15% lower than Virginia overall and has been recognized as one of the top
ten medium cities in Virginia in terms of cost of living. Crime in the city is 1%
lower than the national average but 34% higher than Virginia overall. The
median household income is lower than the national average at $40,814. The
median home value is $125,400 and The median rent price is 14% lower than
the national average at $820. High School Graduation rates are 74%, eleven
percent lower than the U.S. average. The City is 52% white and 39% black or
African American. The average one way commute from Hopewell to work is
23 minutes. It is an industrial town with major industry within 2 miles of the
downtown area (Living In Hopewell, VA (areavibes.com).
Hopewell has a distinctive downtown main street, named E. Broadway
Ave. It is a largely intact linear road lined with original brick buildings from
the early 20th century. It was designated as a Downtown Historic District in
2003, and in 2011 it was recognized as a “Main Street Community”. In 1980
the National Trust for Historic Preservation began a program to revitalize
the Main Streets of the central business districts (Rushing, W. 2010,p.87).
Hopewell is one of 1200 communities that take part in the Main Street
America program.The Main Street program gives communities guidance to
revitalize their commercial districts by teaming with city oﬃcials, planners and
developers to better understand and think about preservation, revitalization,
and management of these valuable community assets (Downtown Property
Owners – Hopewell Downtown Partnership). “Main Street has come to
symbolize the National American Experience” (Francaviglia, R. ,1996, p xxiii)
According to Francaviglia (1996). “Main Street has come to symbolize the
past and perhaps the alleged sanctity and security that were part of earlier
slower times”( p. xviii).
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Robert Bolling married Jane Rolph grandaughter of
John Rolfe and Pocahontas. Build Kippax
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1800
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Population drops to 300. Many buildings demolished

City Point becomes the busiest port in the world

Ulysses S. Grant establishes Headquarters at
Appomattox Manor
Abraham Lincoln visits, plans surrender at Appomattox
Courthouse

St Dennis Chapel constructed as Catholic Church

City Point Railroad Company operates City Point to
Petersburg

City Point House and Bishop House Constructed

Port expansion. City Point Port of Entry Corn, wheat
added to tobacco exports

1700

American Revolution -Benedict Arnold passes through
City Point. Soldiers pass through.

South side of James River becomes Prince George
County. Tobacco main crop
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Precolonial period 9000-10,000 years ago. Nomadic Paleo Indians

Hopewell/City Point History Timeline
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DuPont constructs largest Guncotton Plant in World
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Arts Entering Hopewell

Town of City Poin annexed by City of Hopewell

DuPont sells factories to other industries like Tubize

1918

226 Broadway is constructed

WWI ends. Guncotton production ends.

City of Hopewell Incorporated

Fire destroys 300 downtown buildings

40,000 Employees creates Boom Town

E.I. DuPont de Nemours Co. buys 800 acres to build
dynamite factory
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T

his project is located in the Neighborhood of City Point in
the City of Hopewell Virginia. Calo, Easterling and Rayburn(1983),
documented the history of the City Point and Downtown areas and stated
that archeological discoveries in the area of Hopewell, City Point and
areas along the James River, date back between nine and ten thousand
years, when the nomadic Paleo tribes occupied the area. They were
followed by five more eras of native occupation. Houses at this time were
made of bent poles covered by bark.
Calo et.al., 1983 noted that its location where two large
navigable rivers, the James River and the Appomattox River meet, made
the area highly desirable land for both the colonists and the peoples of
the Algonquin, Weyanoke, Appomatuck and Tappahanna Tribes, under
Chief Powhatan. They were agricultural people growing tobacco, corn,
squash and beans, as well as hunters and fishermen. Sir Christopher
Newport, an early scout of the area, was met by the Algonquin Natives.
He tried to convince the Jamestown settlers to relocate to this area, but
after the long voyage, the resistance was too great. During the next year
many Jamestown settlers perished.
In 1611, Sir Thomas Dale, as acting governor, established a
settlement at Bermuda Hundred, a short ways away on the west shore
of the James River, in what is currently Chesterfield County. In 1613,
he awarded some land on the South shore of the river to Nathaniel
Cawsey. This land would later become City Point. This area is the second
longest continuously inhabited English settlement in the country, after
Jamestown. In 1702, the land on the south of the river became part
of Prince George County and City Point gained its name as part of the
county(Calo et.al., 1983 p.9-11).

Calo st.al, explained that the Civil War brought new notariety to the
area. The Port at City Point became world renowned as a deep water port . It
was used to exchange prisoners and move the injured. The Union Army, in
a very short time frame, used the booming port for supplies and equipment
for one hundred thousand soldiers. Much of the area in and around City Point
was used as a six thousand bed Army Field Hospital. The hospital spanned
two hundred acres and treated ten thousand soldiers during the summer
of 1864. General Ulysses S. Grant established his headquarters at the
Appomattox Manor and several other buildings were used as housing and
headquarters for Union oﬃcers.The siege of Petersburg was planned from
Appomattox Manor. The Eppes family that owned the plantation left for the
relative safety of Petersburg at the beginning of the war. Most town buildings
were co-opted by the Union Army for their use. Many temporary structures
were added to the area to meet the needs of the army. The City Point to
Petersburg Railroad was installed very quickly, for use by the army. The
railroad moved men and supplies from the port to the battle areas. President
Abraham Lincoln docked oﬀ of City Point for two weeks during this time. It
was at Appomattox Manor that General U.S Grant and President Abraham
Lincoln planned the end of the Civil War. Shortly thereafter, General Robert
E. Lee surrendered at the Courthouse in Appomattox, VA. The meeting with
Lincoln was said to have established the honorable rules of the surrender.

“Painted after the
fact, the G.P.A.
Healy painting of
The Peacemakers
shows Major General
William T. Sherman,
Lieutenant General
Ulysses S. grant,
President Abraham
Lincoln, and Admiral
David Dixon Porter
on board the River
Queen at City Point.”

Calo, Easterling, and Rayburn noted that the Colonial Period
began in the mid 18th century. City Point had ports and tobacco
warehouses, with trade routes opened to England. Aside from shipping,
the area was involved only briefly in the Revolutionary War in 1781.
General Benedict Arnold passed through, and spent a few weeks in City
Point, but retreated to Portsmouth. The warehouses and port continued
into the 1800’s with the export of agricultural products like tobacco.
Shipping to England was disrupted during the war of 1812, but later
resumed (p.11-12).
Image from Petersburg National Battlefield Park
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Neighborhood History

After the war, the temporary town buildings were demolished.
The Eppes family returned to Appomattox Manor to find total
devastation of their property, as did other residents. It is estimated
that 500 acres of trees were cut down for use by the army. The
population of City Point dropped to fewer than 300 people as the war
ended. The town did not recover from the remnants of war for a long
time (Calo et.al.,1983, p. 17-19).
The nickname for the City of Hopewell is “The Wonder City”.
This name came to be as a result of the number of times the City went
from feast to famine and then recovered. By the 1900’s the area had
already seen boom and war, and was now still at roughly three hundred
residents.
According to Calo,et.al. (1983), at this time, City Point was still
a separate town. In 1912 E.I. DuPont took advantage of the river and
railroad access and bought land from the Eppes family of Appomattox
Manor, to build a dynamite factory. As part of the deal DuPont named
the town they developed after the ship that brought the landowner’s
ancestor Sir Francis Eppes to the area in 1613, the Hopewell. WWI
created a need for munitions including gun-cotton or nitrocellulose.
Guncotton is a highly explosive replacement for gunpowder in firearms.
The factory resulted in the population jumping to 40,000 very quickly.
People of many nationalities arrived to work in the plant. They were
booming times. With such quick population growth Hopewell became
a lawless city. It was inundated by gamblers, prostitutes, and thieves
amongst others. Saloons, dance halls, and gambling establishments
were big business. So many people arrived so quickly they were living
in tents and poorly built shacks. In 1914, DuPont started building
housing communities for their workers, creating a company town. The
fast rising downtown was poorly constructed of flimsy materials. As a
result, in 1915, Hopewell was again dealt a blow when the downtown
was destroyed by fire. The flimsy construction burned quickly,
destroying most of the downtown (Calo, et.al.,1983). Some viewed
the incident as an opportunity rather than a loss, new construction, this
time was built of more enduring materials, brick and concrete instead
of the previous flimsy materials (Calo,et.al. 1983). Calo et.al.(1983)
stated that this is when many of the surviving existing downtown
buildings were constructed. The town thrived until the end of the war,
then in 1918, when the war was over, and there was no more need

for guncotton, the factory operations came to a close. Hopewell’s
population dropped to eighteen hundred in a month's time. DuPont
made a decision to sell its facilities rather than tear them down.
They advertised for businesses in places like New York, Philadelphia,
and Chicago. One of the first to answer the need was the Mayhew
Corporation, a tool manufacturer, followed by a cellulose products
plant named Stamscott Company. Eleven diﬀerent companies took
place on DuPont land. A total of twenty four located in the Hopewell
Industrial District(Calo et. al., p.93). Calo et al. (1983) stated that in
1920 Tubize Chatillon Corporation moved to the city to manufacture
artificial silk. Tubize continued the company town approach, and was
beneficial for the spirit of Hopewell. They stayed in Hopewell for fifteen
years until in 1934 the struggling company collapsed at the hands of
a strike by union employees and closed the plant. During this time
the Atmospheric Nitrogen Company, ANCO, located in Hopewell. They
would later become Allied Chemical. Hopewell annexed the Town of
City Point from Prince George County in 1923 (Calo et.al.,1983,p. 4748).
National Register of Historic Places [NRHP] (2017) noted
that another influence on Hopewell’s survival was that in 1917, the
United States Army opened Camp Lee in what is now Prince George
County, adjacent to The City of Hopewell. It was a training facility for
the WWI fight in France. Camp Lee was closed in 1920 after the war,
but was reestablished during WWII (NRHP). As the Quartermaster
Replacement Center, Camp Lee trained over 300,000 soldiers during
WWII (Camp Lee - U.S. Army Quartermaster Museum). In 1950,
Camp Lee became Ft. Lee. Ft Lee currently maintains approximately
26,000 military and civilian personnel (Finlayson, K. 2017). The
military base still maintains a large influence in Hopewell with respect
to housing, roads and facilities.
Today City Point is still a part of the City of Hopewell, but is
a Designated Historic District with a National Historical Battlefield
Park. It encompasses roughly 40 acres of land over 7 blocks. The area
was designated as an Historic district for its variety of home styles
dating from the 1600s to the 1950s(Virginia Department of Historic
Resources, [VDHR]). The town is known for catalog housing such as
Sears houses. Many of these houses still survive today in other nearby
areas.
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A Confluence in Hopewell
by Pat Lamb
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Where rivers combine,
And tall ships land,
Colonists arrive,
To find native man.

A Confluence with Petersburg,
The two sites as one
The supplies they did move
and the war it was done.

But townsfolk rebuilt,
This time with brick,
And a new downtown Hopewell,
Revived really quick.

A colony they built,
And tobacco they grew,
A port at the confluence,
Instilled life anew.

The war was over,
The railroad in shreds,
But the river flowed on,
to keep people fed.

The port carried on,
Til the war it did end,
And the industry closed,
And the town did descend.

A war was fought,
Independence was won,
And the port continued,
To thrive as begun.

Years moved ahead,
Til war again struck,
This time in Europe,
But the river brought luck.

But new industry came,
And the town again thrived,
Now art is arriving,
To keep excitement alive.

The Country divided,
A new war raged about,
The port was important,
To troops moving out.

New industry boomed,
Gun cotton to send,
The town became wild,
As laws were to bend,

Three houses for artists,
And a gallery too,
A confluence in Downtown,
To Hopewell renew.

A General moved in,
A hospital grew,
The port and a railroad,
Combined for the blue.

But luck was elusive,
Fire tore through Downtown,
Three hundred buildings,
Were burned to the ground.

RESEARCH
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Theory of Historic Preservation

S

ociologist Wanda Rushing (2010) noted that “There is a
growing recognition of preservation opportunities as environmental
and quality of life issues”(p.88). In an age of recycling and emphasis
on the environment, throwing away is not a sustainable lifestyle. In
his 1988 book, William Murtagh discussed the shift of the motivation
for preservation from just a patriotic movement to protect public
landmarks, to more philanthropic and economic reasons. He noted
that Ada Louise Huxtable posited that “preservation has changed from
an amenity to an environmental necessity”(p.7). The reuse of existing
materials and furnishings are part of this eﬀort.
William Murtagh (1988) discussed that preservation began in
the 1800s with a desire to be patriotic. In the 1850s it was a way to
honor and protect the buildings of great significance to the country.
Because of preservation eﬀorts, landmarks that marked American
history, such as President Andrew Jackson’s home, the Hermitage,
in Tennessee were saved from demolition (p.11). Murtagh (1988)
further noted that in 1916 the historic preservation movement became
involved in the protection of National lands with the establishment
of the National Park Service (p.53). In the twentieth century, the
scope of the preservation movement changed to focus on aesthetic
or architectural considerations, as well as educational and patriotic
missions. In 1947, the National Council for Historic Sites and Buildings
was established and led to the National Trust for Historic Preservation
[NTHP]. The Historic Preservation Act of 1966 and many later tax
incentives have greatly enhanced the movement for monetary reasons.
The National Historic Preservation Act provided a means of registering
historic properties through the creation of the National Register of
Historic Places [NRHP] as part of the National Park Service (Murtagh,
W., 1988, p.155;Rushing, W. 2010,p.86).
According to Wanda Rushing(2010), it is not surprising that the
Southern region of the country became the focus of much of the
historic preservation movement, given the number of surviving historic
sites and the way people of the South cherish the culture of the past.
Women such as Ann Pamela Cunningham began the movement when
there was an imminent threat to George Washington’s home at Mount
Vernon in the 1960’s(p.84).
William Murtagh (1988) identified Charleston, S.C. as a
keystone in the community preservation movement. A process of
selective zoning was started here in 1931. The city set aside a section
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of the city named “The Battery” as an “Old and Historic District”. This
designation allowed the city to restrict what homeowners could do to
their property in the name of the common good of everyone. This was
the beginning of preservation as a part of city planning. The “Historic
District” designation by the Department of the Interior was a result of
this Charleston action. It is a zoning designation and is therefore as
restrictive as local governments choose. Regulation of exterior areas
or colors are examples. This designation allows for rehabilitation of
the interior of a structure, while restoring the exterior environment
for the benefit of the historic area (Murtagh,W. 1988, p104; Rushing,
W.,p.84).
Every structure carries with it an element of the heritage of
American culture. There are levels of preservation that help with this
determination (Murtagh, W. 1988, p.19). A building can be preserved
by sustaining the existing conditions of form and materials. Colonial
Williamsburg is an example of an outdoor museum community that
has been preserved so that the public might see what life was like
in the Colonial era. William Murtagh (1988) defines the levels of
preservation as follows: Restoration means bringing a building back
to its original structure(p.20); Reconstruction means building with
new materials in the manner of the original (p.20); Adaptive reuse
is redesigning and altering a building for a new purpose (p.20);
Rehabilitation means bringing a property back to modern, usable form
while maintaining relevant historic features (p.22); and Stabilization
is making a structure weathertight and structurally sound in the
condition in which it exists(p. 217). The premise of preservation is to
maintain as much of the original structure as possible ( p.21). In the
twentieth and twenty- first centuries the patriotic role of preservation
for public education and the greater good has been combined with a
new preservation movement for the sake of profit (Murtagh, W., 1988,
p.114). In the 21st century the movement is increasing. “There is a
growing recognition of preservation opportunities as environmental
and quality of life issues”(Rushing,W., 2010, p.88). Rehabilitation of old
warehouses and buildings into apartment structures and businesses
is helping maintain a sense of place and character of cities. City Point
and Downtown Hopewell are both designated Historic Districts, but City
Point also contains a landmark historic structure in the Appomattox
Manor and National Battlefield Park, which are being preserved for
historical benefit.

Theory of Artists as Revitalizers

J

enny Schuetz (2013,2014) discussed that a popular
economic strategy for community revitalization is to create Arts
Districts and to oﬀer incentives to artists and galleries to locate in
designated neighborhoods. As of 1988 nearly 60% of the largest U.S.
cities had at least one designated cultural district (p. 59). David Ley
(2003) discussed that artists are classified as first stage revitalizers
because they seek out low-rent neighborhoods often in need of
revitalization in which to live and work. They thrive on a certain
amount of societal friction and anti-establishment leanings. They
attempt to stay clear of mainstream culture. They seek authentic
neighborhoods that are socially diverse and tolerant (Ley 2003, p.
2534) (Schuetz, 2014). This philosophy is documented in areas of
New York such as Greenwich Village, Soho and Chelsea that have all
become trendy desirable locations (Schuetz, 2014,p.59). There is a
creative force which the artist embodies that brings something new,
exciting and culturally diﬀerent to an area. Artists throughout time
have used their talents to interpret feelings and spread messages to
the masses, whether through theater, poetry, music, or the physical
arts, the arts record history and start discussions. People want to
be where there is artistic expression. They supply the creative juices
for preservation and rehabilitation of old buildings, and a bolstering
of spirits that excites others. David Cole (1987) noted in his study of
Artists and Urban Redevelopment that “artists become an important
group of urban pioneers who exemplify not only that an area is safe
by middle-class standards, but also that it has acquired a style or
flair that can be capitalized on by developers and new residents” ( p.
404). Cole (1987) also states that many City Administrators believe
their cities are improved by the cultural spark and prestige that
artists bring to the community( p. 404). David Cole (1987) states that
artists add flair and that the use of artists and the arts to glamorize
an area is a strategy for real estate speculation (p.398) (Schuetz J.
2014). The creative community brings a vision for reusing existing
structures, both historical and industrial. “It is the aesthetic eye that
transforms ugliness into a source of admiration”(Ley, D., 1996, p.
310). David Ley(1996) posited that it is the artist's manner of going
against established norms that produces innovation and sets the new
upcoming trends for others to follow(p.310). In order to save place as
a marker of historic, cultural and material identity, preservation and
rehabilitation are involved.

The second stage in the link between art and gentrification involves
turning the local art that is made into something that can be bought or
sold(Cameron and Coaﬀee 2005, p. 46). David Ley (2003) describes this
transformation to this second stage as ”the movement of a product, and
indeed a place, from junk to art and then on to commodity” (p. 2528), or
something that can be purchased or sold. With the commodification of the
artists’ work comes a need for a place for this transaction. A gallery supplies
a location for the work to be shown and artists to interact. Jenny Schuetz
stated that “several studies highlight the importance of art galleries as
convening places for artists, dealers and other players in the artistic social
scene”(Schuetz J. 2014 p. 60).
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PROGRAM PRECEDENTS

Hand Marbled Paper Pattern
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FROM LEFT: Eufala, Alabama sunset; Shorter Mansion;
Eufala landscape
Images from Eufala Heritage Society.
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Stabilization Through Preservation - Eufaula, Alabama

E

ufaula is a town with over 700 buildings on the National Historic Register.
In 1961 citizens became concerned that some of the town's buildings were
being lost to neglect, and other landmark buildings were being torn down to
be replaced by new buildings. So, the Eufaula Heritage Association was born.
The association made it its mission to save the history of their town. The
Shorter Mansion was the catalyst for this action. In 1884 Eli Sims Shorter
constructed a humble home for himself and his wife Wileyna. But in 1901,
they began a five year renovation that turned the home into a Greek Revival
mansion and it became a meeting place for the whole town. The home stayed
in family possession until 1965 when descendents put it up for auction.
In 1965 the town purchased the home and restored it as a museum. This
started a preservation movement that has saved the historic structures of
Eufaula and resulted in the Eufaula Pilgrimage. Many tourists visit Eufaula
annually for the Eufaula pilgrimage where homes are open to the public to
tour and appreciate Alabama history.
( Eufaula Heritage Association(2021) https://www.eufaulapilgrimage.com)
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FROM LEFT:Savannah Architecture; Savannah Square park;
SCAD building; Savannah College of Art and Design
IMAGES FROM: https://www.visitsavannah.com; https://www.bing.com/
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Stabilization through Preservation - Savannah, GA

A

nother example of stabilization through preservation is Savannah,
Georgia. Wanda Rushing(2010) noted that Savannah is a city known for
its Southern roots. It is located directly on the water and therefore was an
important port city. The architecture of the city is famous and is a large part
of the tourism industry that visits the town. In 1955, a citizen action group,
The Historic Savannah Foundation, was formed and saved a 2.2 square
mile portion of the central city. The Foundation created a fund to purchase
and resell properties that are at risk and enacted covenants to protect the
restored properties, thereby revitalizing the city’s most historic areas and
leading to the billion dollar annual tourist industry (Rushing, W., 2010, p86).
Historic Preservation is saving history in the city, through its buildings, but
also the famous square park designs of its city streets. Thomas Erwin (2003)
noted, these park squares, which were designed by James Oglethorpe in
1733 at the founding of Savannah to achieve an egalitarian ideal of society,
contain large moss covered trees that also add to the distinctive city layout.
The squares are designated as a National Historic Civil Engineering Landmark
and in 1994 was nominated for the Unesco World Heritage List (Erwin,
T.,2003, n.p.).
Thomas Erwin(2003) acknowledged that the Savannah College of Art and
Design [SCAD] has brought notoriety to Savannah as a location for the Arts.
The College is well known for its preservation eﬀorts. Several downtown
buildings have gained a new purpose as part of the school. (Erwin, 2003,
n.p.).The Savannah College of Art and Design noted that one such example is
the Lucas Theater. The theater closed in 1976. In 1986 two preservationists
formed a nonprofit to help purchase and restore it. After much fund raising
it was renovated and reopened in 2000. SCAD uses the theater as part of
their Cinema Studies, Film and Television, Performing Arts, and Sound Design
programs (Lucas Theatre for the Arts | SCAD.edu).
The college has renovated and initiated adaptive reuse in at least 58 other
buildings in the downtown area thus stabilizing, revitalizing and preserving
the history of the downtown area (Erwin, 2003, n.p.).
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From left: Donald Judd minimalist art installation.
Art Studio with landscape views.
Images from Bing Images ,Marfa Studio Image C. Casey Dunn

Image by Casey Dunn
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Stabilization Through the Arts - Marfa, TX

T

he town of Marfa began in 1883, as a watering hole for the Galveston,
Harrisburg and San Antonio Railroad, in the high desert plains of the TransPecos region of Texas. The current population of Marfa is 1900 residents. It is
a hipster location in the middle of the high desert near Mexico. During WWII
the U.S. government located Chemical Warfare brigades in Marfa along with
a prisoner of war camp. An army airfield came and went with a detrimental
economic influence on the town (History of Marfa, Texas – Visit Marfa, Texas).
Arthur Lubow of the New York Times Magazine noted that the landscape was
a major drawing force to the creative atmosphere in Marfa. It is known as a
place for creatives. In the 1970’s Donald Judd moved to Marfa, drawn by the
landscape and a desire to leave New York City. He purchased many buildings
and reinvisioned them for art installations for himself and others. The Marfa
Lights are a natural phenomenon in the night sky that also draws tourists.
Some of the other featured artists are Dan Flavin, John Chamberlain, John
Wesley, Roni Horn Ilya Kabakov, Richard Long, Claes Oldenburg, and Coosje
van Bruggen. The movie Giant starring James Dean, Rock Hudson and
Elizabeth Taylor, was also made here in 1956 (Lubow 2005.n.p.). Marfa
visitors bureau stated it was these events that boosted Marfa’s reputation as
a globally significant art location. It is a common tourist location for those
interested in the arts but also those looking for a quiet, meditative getaway.
Movies have been made here, music, painting, photography, textiles and
other creative fields can be found here. It is also the location for several
galleries and exhibits (History of Marfa, Texas – Visit Marfa, Texas) (Lubow
A.,2005, n.p.).
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Images: this page Asheville, N.C., Black Mountain College Arts Center,: Image from www.downtownavlarts.com/
Opposite page: Galena, Illinois Main Street. Image courtesy of Tom Paradis

Community Enhancement through the Arts - Asheville, NC

I

n the 1930’s turmoil in Europe was smothering art expression. Adolf
Hitler had come to power and the Bauhaus was closed by the Nazis.
Several artists moved to the United States to escape oppression.
These artists fled to the Black Mountain College, which was a liberal
arts college. Many famous artists attended the college and went on to
become very well known such as Joseph and Anni Albers and Willem de
Kooning. The college was influential in a cultural movement in the United
States. It served to enhance the reputation of Asheville as a center for
culture and the Arts. The college was closed in 1956 (Harris M.E. 1987).
This reputation as an arts location has resulted in a large tourist industry.
One of the notable tourist locations is the River Arts District (RAD). RAD
is a district of Asheville where many older buildings have been preserved
and adapted for use as studios and retail space for artists. The area
features hundreds of artists and craftspeople as well as theater and art
events. The Asheville tourist website discusses the growth of the River
Arts District as a mutually beneficial endeavor; the vacant decaying
industrial area had many empty buildings in need of repair , and several
artists were in need of large work space and cheap rent (Richards, C.,
2021).
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Image from www.downtownavlarts.com

Communtiy Enhancement through the Arts- Galena ,IL

G

Photo by Tom Paradis

alena, Illinois dates back to the 1830’s. It is known as the
birthplace of U.S.Grant. Located on the Galena River, the town was once
known for its lead mining. By 1860, the town was one of the wealthiest in
Illinois and was an important port for riverboats on the Mississippi River.
By the 1870’s the lead mines had greatly diminished, and the railroad had
overshadowed the importance of the river (Paradis, T. 2013p.65). After
WWII the town became a tourist location.`Importantly Galena’s latest
economic boom may not have happened without the survival of practically all
of its 19th century commercial and residential structures”(Paradis,T 2013p.
67). “Galena, Illinois is representative of the rich variety of built structure
which succeeding generations of Americans have produced. It’s buildings,
once considered expendable under the philosophy ‘new is better,’ have
been preserved and recycled through adaptive use” (Murtagh, W., 1988).
Thomas Paradis (2013) noted that in 1957 the introduction of an historic
homes tour helped boost tourism. But, “by 1960 Galena gained a national
reputation as a beautiful place to paint, attracting artists of national repute”.
Galena became known as a mecca for artists. Marketing in many publications
across the country promoted Galena as an artist's destination and noted
its architectural and historical appeal(p.67). The home tour of 1957
started a new economic revitalization through the tourism industry based
on preservation and revitalization. (Paradis, T. 2013 P.68). In 1969 much
of Galena was placed on the National Register of Historic Places(Paradis,
T.,2013 p. 73).
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Images: this page- Angel of the North, Gateshead, U.K.
opposite page- Hopewell “H”

Communtiy Enhancement through the Arts- Gateshead. U.K.

T

he town of Gateshead in the U.K. is an example of revitalization
through the arts. Gateshead was an abandoned industrial town in the
north-east of England. It is on the south bank of the Tyne River across
from Newcastle, the regional capital of North East England. Newcastle
enjoyed a reputation of better lifestyle, while Gateshead had high
unemployment and many social ills (Cameron and Coaﬀee, 2005 p 47).
In the 1980’s the Gateshead Council developed a long term plan for
regeneration of its town. Their plan involved using art to reinvigorate
their town. They initiated an Arts in Public Places Program. This program
involved large scale sculptures, visible to the public along with small
scale programs enacted such as artist’s residencies and educational
programs that linked schools and the general community to the artists.
They also tackled a beautification project with the 1990 Garden Festival
in Gateshead. This involved the 30 works of public art by major artists
in the Riverside Sculpture Park which resulted in the beautification of
an abandoned industrial site near the Tyne River. In 1994 the Council
took another step by commissioning internationally famous artist
Anthony Gromley to create a 1.2 million Euro, monumental, welcoming
sculpture to their town called “The Angel of the North”. It was unveiled
in 1998 and quickly became a landmark (Cameron and Coaﬀee, 2005p.
48). Many local citizens did not like spending that much money on such
a frivolous project, but today The Angel of the North is a renowned
modern artwork with an iconic status at British and even international
level” (Cameron and Coaﬀee, 2005 p. 49). Cameron and Coaﬀee
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(2005) state that this continued thinking about the links between art
and culture has resulted in Gateshead’s reputation as a center for arts
and culture amongst private investors and funders. The revitalization
continued with the addition of the Baltic Art Gallery, formerly the 1950’s
flour mill and the Sage Center for Music and Performing Arts (Cameron
and Coaﬀee, 2005 p. 48). In 2001 an award winning pedestrian bridge
between the communities of Gateshead and Newcastle marked the start
of a partnership between the two that identified them as a great cultural
center (Cameron and Coaﬀee, 2005 p. 49).

Photocourtesy ofBing Images

Hopewell Comparison

M

uch like Gateshead, downtown Hopewell is seeing the arts moving to
the area. Over the past decade a local theater in the downtown area, The
Beacon Theater, has been restored, rather than demolished, and reopened
for shows and events, much as is happening by SCAD in Savannah, GA.
A new library has been constructed in the same area with state of the
art facilities and meeting rooms for public use. A new Arts and Healing
non-profit has been opened on Broadway Ave., to aid in community
development and assistance to local citizens. One of the goals of this
organization is to bring art to the masses that otherwise would not be
exposed, such as school children. As part of their mission they would like
to bring visiting artists into Hopewell. Recently, two buildings on City Point
have been sold to artists from outside of the local area.
The movie scene has embraced Hopewell as well, the Main Street area has
been used as a movie location for several films.
Another interesting comparison is the commissioning of public art. New
murals have been added to the walls of downtown Hopewell as a means
of building community pride and place. Much as Gateshead created its
welcoming “Angel of the North” Statue, Hopewell commissioned its large
“H” that welcomes visitors to the city as they cross the Appomattox Bridge.

Photo courtesy of Bing Images
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The confluence of two rivers swirl together at a point just as history
merges with the present for a new purpose.
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CONCEPT DEVELOPMENT

Confluence The junction of 2 rivers, especially rivers of approximately
equal width.
An act or process of merging.
(Oxford Dictionary)

Hand Marbled Paper Pattern
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CONFLUENCE Mind Mapping
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Concept Work

The project celebrates........... CONFLUENCE
Confluence is important because...
Confluence of the rivers are the reason for the location of Hopewell
and City Point. The port at Hopewell was an important part of Hopewell
history and survival.
-confluence describes the merging of the old and historic with the new
and modern into something exciting in adaptive reuse.
-confluence describes the meeting of two parts as in the joinery of the
structure of these buildings.
-confluence pertains to; the combining of art makers and their studios,
and art sellers and a gallery to lead to a new era in Hopewell.

Confluence will expresses itself in the design....
-through
-through
-through
-through

the flow of spaces in the homes and gallery
the pattern designs in tile and flooring and textiles
the meeting points of furniture or walls
natural color choices of the surroundings and river

CONFLUENCE -Watercolor
merging colors
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CONCEPTUAL DRIVERS
BUILDINGS

PROGRAM
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DESIGNER

LOCATION ON RIVERS

RESIDENCES

ARTISTS

PRESERVATION

WATER

ART
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TRADITION
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SINGLE

CRAFT
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STUDIOS

CHILDREN
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READAPT

CONSTRUCTION STRUCTURE
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ENDURING

MATERIALITY
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UNITY

SITE
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CREATIVITY

MODERN FACILITIES
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MATERIALITY
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Concept Work

Confluence Sketches
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Hand Marbled Paper Confluence Study
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Confluence Pattern Study

Concept Work

Furniture collages inspired by Milieu Magazine

Confluence furniture collages show pattern mixing and marbled textiles.
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BUILDING DESIGN PRECEDENTS

Hand Marbled Pattern
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Precedent 1 - The Half Way House Tavern
Chesterfield County, Virginia

https://oldvirginiataverns.com/2017/12/27/half-way-house-c-1760-chesterfield-county-near-richmond/
Photos from http://www.petersburgarea.org

Use of space in historical Tavern design will help inform the use of
space in the Shiloh Lodge.
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The English basement was half buried with windows for light.
The basement of the tavern was used to serve drinks and still is used to serve
dinner. Original brick walls and floors maintain authenticity.
Much similarity to the Tavern basement.

Precedent 2 - Peter and Paul Hotel
New Orleans, Louisiana
Photos courtesy of HotelPeterandPaul.com

A

n historic church, school house, rectory
and convent, reborn as Hotel Peter and Paul.
“The School House, Rectory, Church and
Convent make up the former Sts. Peter and
Paul Catholic church and school campus,
still alive in the hearts and minds of many
former parishioners and students. In 2014,
ASH NYC and Marigny resident Nathalie
Jordi jointly purchased the blighted buildings
and embarked on a painstaking restoration,
culminating in the opening of the Hotel
Peter & Paul in October 2018”.
HotelPeterandPaul.com

As part of the renovation religious items were
reused throughout the buldings as a reminder
of the bulding’s history.

Church light fixtures were used in guest spaces.
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Precedent 3 - Terry Iwaskiw and Melinda Lehman Residence Greenville, South Carolina
https://www.architecturaldigest.com/story/michel-arnaud-adaptive-reuse-projects

T

his historic Synagogue/ Church/ Photo Studio was reused
again, this time as a residence. The original design of the
building was maintained. This design uses a fireplace wall to
embed bookcases and embraces a seating area around the
fireplace with two side aisles. A ring light fixture speaks to the
gothic church sensibility.

Fireplace, bookcase
entry wall addition.
Photography by Michael Arnaud
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Precedent 4- Catholic Church Architecture

http://simplecatholictruth.com/2017/01/16/catholic-church-a-quick-tour/

Sanctuary

A

study of the Catholic Church architecture in history can inform
the design of the interior residential space of the St. Dennis Chapel.

Nave
Vestibule

courtesy of Bing images

Pass through the entry
door into the vestibule. This
is the transition from the
outside world to inside.

The Nave is the sitting area of the Church. The
Nave is the largest area of the church.

The Sanctuary containing the altar is located at the center
or focal point of the church. The altar is representative of
the table where Jesus had his last supper with his disciples.
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Photo by Alamy
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Photo by Alamy

Bing Images

Precedent 5 -1800’s School Classroom Design

Some common features seen in the

examples of classrooms from the 1800s are: a
chalkboard, writing slates, desks, a flag, maps
on the wall, a stove for heat, wood plank walls.
The rooms do seem dark and serious.

Bing Images

Bing Images
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Precedent 6- Artist’s Studio-Laura Heim Architect PLLC
http://heimarchitect.com/artists-studio-rockville-centre/

This studio over a garage was chosen for its’ large expanse of open space
with skylights for natural light. In the architect’s words “The artist’s studio
above has a linear organization of storage and bookcases as well as a new
slop sink. New skylights provide the artist abundant natural light”.
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Precedent 7 - Artist’s Studio

Southern Living Planter’s Cottage, Plan SL - 2068
https://houseplans.southernliving.com/plans/SL2068

Precedent 8 - Studio design feature
loyalsupplyco.com/pages/loyal-union

The Planter’s Cottage was chosen as a studio precedent for its’ large open
space with a center table, plenty of natural light, a large access door and a
greenhouse outdoor creative space for all weather conditions.

Giant Pegboard is a design feature added to all studio
spaces.

loyalsupplyco.com/pages/loyal-union
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Precedent 9 - Photographer’s Studio Darkroom
www.Photographytips.com

This floor plan shows the layout of a small typical
photography darkroom in the home. It is informative
for the photographer’s studio in St Dennis Chapel.

Dry

www.Photographytips.com

Secondary
blackout
curtain
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Sealing door

Wet

Water

Drying Hanger

Precedent 10 - Gallery
Laney Contemporay, Savannah,GA
https://www.laneycontemporary.com/

The Laney Contemporary Gallery was chosen as a gallery
precendent for its lighting lines, clean wall materials and hanging
option plus the unusual reuse of mirrors on the walls of one of the
galleries which highlights three dimensional artworks.
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Artist Studio Precedent - Interview with Painter
Artist One - Federico Infante- Internationally renowned
Surrealist Painter and Illustrator F. Infante , (personal communication December 12,
2021)
Federico was born in Santiago, Chile. He received his BFA from Finis Terrae
University (Santiago, Chile) in 2002 and earned his MFA in Illustration from
the School of Visual Arts in New York in 2013. He now resides in Richmond,
VA.
Federico, What do you look for in your ideal studio?
Federico first mentioned to remember that artists will always find a place
to work. True artists will create no matter where they are. His first studio
was a very small extra room in an upstairs apartment in NYC. All of the
walls and floors were taped with plastic to protect the apartment. Large
canvases literally went wall to wall. In this studio there was a large easel
and paints. It was not ideal but in NYC it was a luxury to have the space for
a studio at home at all.
What are the things that he would like to have in his ideal studio?
“Let me preface all of the ideals by saying one important thing is that the
studio be aesthetically beautiful, well designed, well laid out and a place
that inspires creative thinking.” ( F.Infante) But there are physical features
that would make the studio better.
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1. A sink
2. A high ceiling to allow for the easy movement of large pieces
3. Climate control - especially in Virginia with high humidity and hot and cold
temperatures
4. Large entry doors or a garage door for movement in and out of large
pieces of work
5. Wall space to be able to hang work and view it from a distance
6. Floors that can be washed and scrubbed and not easily ruined
7. Access to the outside, maybe a patio or working space where spray paints
or chemicals can be used
8. A good ventilation system, especially if there is no outdoor access.(Such
as a NYC apartment)
9. Access to nature in general, either direct access or windows that look out
to nature, nothing is more inspiring to an artist than the outdoors
10. Good natural light. Whether from windows or skylights
11. Furnishings such as drawing tables, large easels, and tables to hold
printers and equipment, such as a 3D printer
12. Power tool outlets
13. Storage space for both flat files and vertical slots for canvases
14. A comfortable chair to admire the work

Precedent Interviews
Studios

Artist Studio Precedent - Interview with
Photographer

Artist Studio Precedent - Interview with Sculptor
Ibe’ Crawley

Artist Two -Award winning photographer - Dr. Eliza
Lamb

Artist three- Ibe’ Crawley -Stone Sculptor

Dr. Eliza Lamb (personal communication,
December 12, 2021)
Eliza is a native of Richmond, Virginia. She attended SCAD and
earned a degree in photography. She went on to graduate from
Columbia University with a Masters degree in Arts Administration
2011, an EDM art + art education in 2012, an EDD art + art
education 2015, and an MA in clinical psychology 2016.
She recalls her time in NYC where her studio and her oﬃce were
located in a small corner of her bedroom. Her large format printer
sat atop her dresser. She feels much the same as Federico about
the need for an aesthetically pleasing space. Well designed, and
that an artist will produce work no matter where their studio is. As
a photographer, Eliza agreed with most of Federico’s list but added:
1. A photographer does not need so much natural light as controlled
lighting. Moveable, changeable or no light at all
2. Tables to hold large format printers and equipment
3. Storage files for prints
4. Shelves for portfolio storage
5. Storage for materials such as ink and papers
6. Perhaps a dark room
7. Both agreed that a sink is desirable

I. Crawley (personal communication,
December 15, 2021)
Ibe’ currently lives and works in Richmond, Virginia. She purchased
property in Hopewell for a working studio and guest house.
I asked Ibe’ why she chose Hopewell for her studio locationShe responded initially thanking the real estate agent who connected
her to the property, but went on to say that the quiet, solitude and
landscape were a big part of her decision. She is also enthralled by
preservation and found the historical value of the property hard to
resist.
She also valued the property as a teaching tool. Having a working
artist studio on City Pont will allow school children and others to tour
the studio and perhaps be inspired by the artwork in progress.
STUDIO
When asked about what features she desired in her ideal studio as a
sculptor, here is her response:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A large space
High ceilings
Light!!!
Openness
Windows -so a connection to outdoors
Special cleanup sink and shower area
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Gallery Precedent - Interview Gallery worker

Gallery Precedent Interview

Interview four- Dr. Eliza Lamb
(personal communication,
December 12, 2021)

Gallery Manager Susan Laney - Laney Contemporary
Gallery
(Personal Communication)

Eliza interned at the MOMA in NYC and has worked at several
galleries in Savannah and NYC. Her thoughts on gallery space is that
you need :

Susan Laney is the owner and manager of the Laney Contemporary
Gallery in Savannah, GA. She highlights up and coming regional and
international contemporary artists in rotating shows of solo and group
works. The gallery is also used to host numerous events to the public.
Some of these events are outdoors and culinary in nature. She had
some thoughts on issues important to a gallery space:

1. Good lighting, not necessarily natural light
2. Bare walls to hang work for viewing
3. The size of the space is not that important, but you do need to
step back and view the work
4. Repairable walls of hanging appropriate material. If the walls are
brick you will need a hanging rod or strip
5. Storage room for pieces being rotated
6. Most galleries have a connection with a frame shop
7. Better to not have work in a basement or upstairs where work
needs to be carried up and down

Lighting:
In regards to gallery lighting Susan says consideration must be given
to lighting temperature and mixing with natural light. Windows must
be considered for the movement of light across the artwork but also
damage that can occur to art pieces left too long in the sun.
Spaces:
Susan recommended enough congregation space to be able to
converse without people having their backs to the art walls. You must
be able to flow through the gallery and see the art even with people
congregating in the room.
*Flow and Movement is very important.
A separate space for socializing and events is preferable. Openings
are usually held in the gallery itself.
Sound Absorption:
Susan suggests industrial carpet to absorb sound in any room with
large numbers of people. Big empty spaces can become deafening
during dinners or events. Acoustical panels in windows and vents also
help.
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Precedent Interviews
Gallery

Work Space:
There is no front desk area in her gallery. She maintains an oﬃce work
space with several computers for viewing and sales. She has 4 staﬀ
members who also have oﬃce space.
Art Storage:
LOTS. Susan described lots of storage as being critical to rotating shows
and keeping pieces current on display
Hanging Systems:
The manager prefers to hang work directly on the wall and then patching
the wall as needed. No special systems
Framing/Shipping:
Framing takes huge amounts of space. She does not frame works. As for
shipping she takes the pieces to a professional shipping company and they
send them out
Elevator:
The owner also mentioned the need for an elevator if there is more than
one story
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Simplified Buildings - Block Linoleum Cut
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BUILDINGS
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Working Model
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CITY POINT HOUSE TAVERN - 601 PRINCE HENRY AVE

colonialamericantaverns.weebly.com
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Clockwise from left: Historic Photo
Courtesy of City of Hopewell; East Facing
view; Google Earth Site view; Basement;
Chimney with 1730 firebox
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City Point House Tavern - 601 Prince Henry Ave
c. 1810

The City Point house was the subject of an architectural review by
Carl Lounsberry a Colonial Williamsburg Historian in 2019. The National
Register of Historic Places [NRHP] describes the property as a five
bay Federal Style frame dwelling on a raised brick Foundation. It has
a side gabled roof with one exterior end chimney and one interior
chimney(NRHP). It is a three story building with an exposed basement.
It is West facing with horizontal asbestos siding and a partial front
porch. Basement windows have been infilled with brick. The construction
date is thought to be in the first quarter of the 1800’s. Carl Lounsberry
(2019) noted that there is evidence of the past existence of a one
story wing of the building on the north exposed chimney end that was
constructed around the 1730’s. The firebox can be seen on the exterior
of the surviving chimney. The foundation of this section, believed to
be the original tavern structure of the building, was recently found by
archeologists(Chris Ward, personal communication, Dec 15, 2021). Old
photographs show dormers in the gable roof of this 1730’s structure
and the existence on the south gable end of the building of a one story
structure that was changed to two stories in the 1960’s.(p.2) Carl
Lounsberry noted the existence of split lath boards on the ceiling and
walls of the basement as well as finish trim on two of the windows. This
combined with two rooms for storage at the far end of the basement and

2160 ft2

a small fireplace led to the belief that this was a habitable space(p.2).
The recorded uses of the building over the years are as, a tavern in the
early 19th century, occupation by the Union Army during the Civil War,
and purchase by an African-American masonic lodge in the late 19th
century (NRHP). The masons’ Shiloh Lodge #33 F. & A. M. a Prince Hall
masonic organization, continued to use the lodge going forward. In
2018, the City of Hopewell purchased the property. Its future usage is
still unclear.
The property surrounding this structure is a lawn. The front lawn
is open with no trees. Another structure owns the land behind the building to within a few feet of the back wall. The other building is located
within twenty feet. There are large canopy trees within the view shed of
the building.
A recent archeological dig on the property unearthed many items
of pottery, an earring, marbles of both wood and glass, nails and the
foundation of the 1730’s structure that was removed (Chris Ward, personal communication, Dec15,2021). The oﬃcial findings are not yet public. A probe was done of the basement floor to see if stone or brick floor
could be found under the existing dirt. It was not. This leads to the belief
that the floor was wood on dirt, now deteriorated (Chris Ward, personal
communication, Dec15,2021).
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Tavern Graphic Program
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0
Rooms

32.9’

14.1’

10’

100 ft2
Entryway

5.48’
30 ft2
5.48’
Laundry

10’

200 ft2
Familyroom

14.1’

46.48

5.48’
30 ft2
5.48’
Mudroom

Gross ft2 = 2160
12.25’

12.25’

150 ft2
kitchen

12.25’

150 ft2
Studio

5.48’

12.25’

30 ft2
5.48’
Laundry

10’
7.1’

29.83

Net ft2 =890

100 ft2
masterbath

29.83

50 ft2
Bath 2

10’

5.48’
7.1’

30 ft2
half bath 5.48’

12.25’
11’

11’
150 ft2
masterbed
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12.25’

120 ft2
Bedroom 2

11’

120 ft2
Bedroom 2

11’

Tavern Schematic Design
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1. MAIN ENTRY

100

2. 3.

2.

KITCHEN

150

1. 3. 8.
9. 10.

3. FAMILY ROOM

200

1. 2. 8.
9.

100

6. 7. 8.

50

RESIDENTIAL
CRITERIA MATRIX
601 PRINCE HENRY
AVE.- TOTAL

4. MASTERBATH
5.

BATH 2

6.

MASTERBEDROOM 1

7.

150

5. 6. 8.

BEDROOM 2

120

8. BEDROOM 3

120

5. 6.7.

9.

30

2. 4. 7.
9. 10.

LAUNDRY

10.

MUDROOM

30

11.

STUDIO

150

12.

HALF BATH

30

NET SQ FT

2. 3. 8.
10.
1. 2. 3.
8. 9.
1. 8.
9.10.

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

NUMBER OF REQ’D EXITS

DAYLIGHT/ VIEW
Y

ADJACENCIES

Y

SQ FT NEEDS

PUBLIC ACCESS

Criteria Matrix

APPLIANCES, CASEWORK

TUB/SHOWER, 1-2 LAVATORIES, 1 TOILET
TUB- SHOWER COMBO, 1 LAV. , 1 TOILET

N

N

WASHER/DRYER

UTILITY SINK

1 TOILET, 1 LAVATORY

890
Available ft2 = EFFIC RATIO = Gross x .6

Not considered in
the net ft2

601 PRINCE HENRY AVE 2160 ft2 x .6 =1296 ft2
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MAIN ENTRY
KITCHEN
FAMILY ROOM
MASTERBATH

* *

*
*

*

BATH 2
MASTER BED

*

BEDROOM 2
LAUNDRY

POWDER ROOM

STUDIO

MUDROOM

LAUNDRY

BEDROOM2

MASTER BEDROOM

BATH 2

MASTERBATH

FAMILY ROOM

KITCHEN

RESIDENTIAL
ADJACENCY
MATRIX

MAIN ENTRY

Adjacency Matrix

*

*

MUDROOM
STUDIO
POWDER ROOM

-- -
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STRONG ADJACENCY
WEAK ADJACENCY

Parti Diagrams

33' - 7 1/8"

14' - 0 5/8"

33' - 7 1/8"

DN

DN

First Floor Geometry Parti

14' - 0 5/8"

Second Floor Geometry Parti
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First Floor
Diagrams : A. Bubble Plan Diagrams
B. Block Plan
C. Axonometric Plan

STAIRS

A.

KITCHEN

STUDIO 1

B.
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C.

Second Floor
Diagrams : A. Bubble Plan Diagrams
B. Block Plan
C. Axonometric Plan

A.

B.
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A

A

Tavern Bar

Wine
Cellar

KITCHEN

UP

UP

ENTRY
N
NT

DN

C

C

C

C
FAMILY ROOM

GAMEROOM

0' 0"

STUDIO 1
UP

5' 0"

A
Basement Plan
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10' 0"

B

B

B

B
A
First Floor Plan

A

BATH

BED 1

DN

C
BATH

Tavern Floor Plans

BED 2

0' 0"

BATH

5' 0"

STUDIO 2
DN

10' 0"

B

A
Second Floor Plan
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0'

East Facing View through the whole building
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5'

10'

Tavern Sections

0'

5'

10'

North Facing View Through the Familyroom

0'

5'

South Facing View through the studios
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Hand painted wallpaper depicts stages of history in the area.
Combined with Sherwin Williams Butter Up
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KITCHEN

UP
DN

FAMILY ROOM

0' 0"
UP

5' 0"

STUDIO 1

10' 0"

First Floor Plan

Tavern Entry

Upon entering the residence, custom toile wallpaper depicting hand painted images of the history of
the area is a signature piece in all 4 buildings and can be seen on the entry walls. A blue and white
scheme sets the tone for all of the buildings. But each building has a distinct accent color to highlight its
individuality and story. SW butter up, is the accent color of the colonial tavern building.
The kitchen table by Arhaus was chosen for its leg design reminiscent of the three pronged concept model
that has become the symbol of confluence,this metal base tying a barrel design to the tavern story.
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Light enters through the new
upper stairway windows and shines
down through the stairway light
well to eluminate the stairway and
basement with natural light.
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Tavern Special Features
Stairway Light Well

The prominent feature of the new entry
design is the replacement of a stairway in the
front entrance. It is thought that the original
stairway was removed to create a large third
floor ceremonial space by the Masons. The new
stairwell will result in the confluence of all three
levels of the house into the entry, then flow
into the family room or kitchen. It contains new
large windows on the first and second floors and
an opening through the middle to allow light to
travel through the area and down to the new
basement gameroom.
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KITCHEN

UP
DN

FAMILY ROOM

0' 0"

STUDIO 1
UP

5' 0"
10' 0"

First Floor Plan

Family Room East
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A colonial style wing chair in navy blue
anchors the family room. The lamp
features stenciling, a common colonial
practice and is made of sustainable
bamboo. The concept is further
reinforced in the herringbone design
of the cream sofa fabric and the family
room carpet.

Possible trim
silhouette
http://www.siewers.
com/

Base Moulding

Family Room West
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Basement Game Room with Tavern Bar Feature
and Wine Cellar

UP

GAMEROOM

Basement Plan

The gameroom is an historical nod to the
original tavern. It contains the elements of an
informal meeting area, a wine cellar, a tavern
style bar, and a large game table.
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Existing Wood Floors

Sherwin Williams
Indigo Batik
Kitchen

Sherwin Williams
Salty Dog
walls

Sherwin Williams
Greek Villa
walls

Sherwin Williams
Butterup

Custom
Wallpaper

Tavern Finishes
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TAVERN

ETHAN ALLEN
Emerson Sofa
Hand tailored in North America using
CertiPUR-US cushions and water based
finishes.

ETHAN ALLEN
Textured Twill Surged Rug
Chosen for its warm color and
herrigbone pattern.
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ETHAN ALLEN Gillian
Host Chair
Chosen for its cinched
confluencesque back.

ETHAN ALLEN
Skylar Wing Chair
Spencer Navy
Chosen for its colonial
high back style.

POTTERYBARN
Tanner Round End
Table
Chosen for rough
metal base.

ETHAN ALLEN
Mclevin Coﬀee table.
Chosen for its color and
nailheads representing a tavern
barrel feature.

Ethan Allen
Cloche Chandelier
Chosen as a candlelit
lantern lantern.

Tavern Furniture

ARHAUS Grand 9 light
Chandelier

ARHAUS
Ferris Chandelier

POTTERYBARN
Lockhart Chandelier

THE JOINERY
Beal Trestle Table

THE JOINERY
Beal Trestle Bench

Chosen for its rustic
colonial style and
welcoming pineapple top
for Hospitality.

Chosen for its
rustic barrel
metal style.

Chosen for its rustic metal
and colonial style.

Chosen joinery and
sustainability.

Chosen joinery and
sustainability.

ARHAUS Table
Chosen for rustic metal base
and confluence symbology.

BIRCH LANE
Sanctuary Chair

ETHAN ALLEN Jasmine
Blue Bamboo Table Lamp.

ETHAN ALLEN
Over Under II.

ETHAN ALLEN
Over UnderI

Chosen for
shape.

Chosen for Colonial
Stencil look and
confluence pattern. Made
from sustainable bamboo.

Chosen for
Confluence Pattern
Study and color.

Chosen for
Confluence
Pattern Study.

ETHAN ALLEN
Antique
AspectIII.
Chosen for color
and confluence
Design.
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Working Model
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ST. DENNIS CHAPEL

87

FROM LEFT: St. Dennis front elevation;
Breezeway and first addition; Third Building with
meditation garden; Google Earth Site View
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St. Dennis Chapel - 609 Brown Ave.
c. 1864

The 609 Brown Ave. property contains two seperate buildings,
a chapel, and an antiroom across a breezeway. There is a seperate
storage building in the back of the property not used for this study.
The Chapel was built in 1864 by the United States Military Railroad
Construction Corps, as a Catholic Church, so that Catholic soldiers did
not have to travel to Petersburg for mass. The chapel itself is of classical
one room architecture, with the entrance facing West. This implies that
the altar or table would have faced East as is the case in Roman Catholic
Denominations. Currently there is no visible altar structure.
It is one story tall with 13 ft. ceilings and a gabled metal roof.
The building is accented by a square cupola with a pyramidal roof
(NRHP). The building has horizontal wood siding and a boxed cornice
with a centered front door. There is a transom window over the wooden
four panel front door and a small stained glass window above the door.
The windows are wood sash with six over six pane dividers. There are
functioning wooden shutters on all windows (NRHP). The antiroom is also
wood sided, gable metal roofed, with brick pier foundation.

1125 ft2

The St. Dennis Chapel exemplifies the gothic revival one room
construction used also as schools and meeting halls in the mid 1800’s.
“ The doors and windows all have triangular peaked lintels which give
the building a hint of the Gothic Revival Style that was so popular in
small, vernacular churches constructed during the late 19th century”
(NRHP). A simplified version of Gothic Revival called Carpenter Gothic
was designed for wooden construction and built by local carpenters. This
style contained hand cut wooden pointed arches over the windows ( Pile
J. & Guru J., 2014 p.240). This style was usually constructed with vertical
board and batten siding not seen on this building. This structure is one
of the three surviving buildings on City Point built between the end of the
Civil War and 1899.
The property surrounding the Chapel is lawn in front with
established landscaped meditation trail in the rear. The acreage is small
but unknown.
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viewshed
sunrise 12/21

609 Brown Ave.

Church Site and Sun Studies

06/21/22
3:00
Summer

7:48 am
12/21/22
Winter

1
12/21/22
3:00 p.m.
Winter

Sun Studies
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Church Graphic Program

Rooms

36.7’

10’
5.48’
100 ft2
Entryway

Gross ft2 = 1349

36.7’

30 ft2
5.48’
Laundry

10’

11’

120 ft2
kitchen

5.48’
30 ft2
5.48’
Mudroom

11’

13.4’
11.8’

140 ft2
Familyroom

10’

26.6 ‘

100 ft2
masterbath

net ft2 = 710

26.6’

5.48’
10’

30 ft2
half bath 5.48’

12.25’
11’
150 ft2
masterbed
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180 ft2
Studio

11.8’

12.25’

120 ft2
Bedroom 2

11’

13.4’
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6.
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BATH 2
MASTERBEDROOM 1
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1. 8.
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Y
30

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

NUMBER OF REQ’D EXITS

SPECIAL EQUIP.

4. MASTERBATH

PLUMBING

3. FAMILYROOM

1. 3.
120 8. 9.
1. 2.
140 8. 9.

ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY

KITCHEN

VISUAL PRIVACY

2.

100 2. 3.

DAYLIGHT/ VIEW

1. MAIN ENTRY

PUBLIC ACCESS

ST DENNIS CHAPEL

ADJACENCIES

RESIDENTIAL
CRITERIA MATRIX

SQ FT NEEDS

Church Schematic Design
Criteria Matrix

APPLIANCES, CASEWORK

TUB/SHOWER, 1-2 LAVATORIES, 1 TOILET
TUB- SHOWER COMBO, 1 LAV. , 1 TOILET

WASHER/DRYER

UTILITY SINK
1 TOILET, 1 LAVATORY

Net SQ FT 710

Not considered
in the net ft2

Available ft2 = EFFIC RATIO =
Gross x .6
St Dennis
=809.4 ft2

1349 ft2 x .6
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MAIN ENTRY
KITCHEN
FAMILY ROOM
MASTERBATH

* *

*
*

*

BATH 2
MASTER BED

*

BEDROOM 2
LAUNDRY

POWDER ROOM

STUDIO

MUDROOM

LAUNDRY

BEDROOM2

MASTER BEDROOM

BATH 2

MASTERBATH

FAMILY ROOM

KITCHEN

RESIDENTIAL
ADJACENCY
MATRIX

MAIN ENTRY

Church Adjacency Matrix

*

*

MUDROOM
STUDIO
POWDER ROOM
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-- -

*-

STRONG ADJACENCY
WEAK ADJACENCY

5'

5' 0"

10'

10' 0"

Church Parti Drawings

W/D

Parti - Church Cross Symbolism

0' 0"

0'

W/D

Parti - Confluence

Parti - Fenestration
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Adjacency Bubble Diagram
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AdjacencyBlock Diagram

Church Schematic Design

Axonometric Diagram
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CEILING HT 10’

CEILING HT

CEILING HT 13’ 0”

BED 2
0'

Floor Plan___3/16
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STUDIO
U

W/D
W

BATH
H

K
KITCHEN

ENTRY

A
FAMILY
ROOM

BED 1

A

8’

5'

10'

Church Floor Plan

Long, narrow Gothic design proportions are hallmarks of the

building construction and interior design.
Historical catholic church architecture was also foremost in
layout decisions. These long ,narrow Gothic design proportions
are immediately visible as we enter the vestibule.
A through fireplace marks the central axis of the building, giving
a sense of symmetry and balance to the design. As in most
church design, two side aisles lead to a central meeting area in
the family room.
Confluence is evident in the flow around the first fireplace island
in the rhythmic design.
A series of long narrow spaces runs through the building A
sofa island and literal kitchen island mark the rhythmic theme.
The central axis combines with a balanced perpendicular axis
through the kitchen and eating area to create a cross design
seen in many churches.
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Building Section West to East

0'

100

5'

10'

Photographer’s Studio

T

DRY

Storage

Enlarger

Desk

he studio , designed for a photographer , tops the main axis.
Even in this space the long narrow proportions are upheld in a
darkroom design. The room is narrow but runs the width of the
building and ends the rhythmic movement. Other design highlights
of this studio are, a desk for digital developing, an area for large
and small scale printing, a wall for display and evaluation of the
photos , and a large scale pegboard for hanging misc items.

WET

Darkroom

Printer

W/D

STUDIO

W/D

BATH

BED 1

KITCHEN

BED 2

FAMILY ROOM

ENTRY

Photo Drying Rack
0'

5'

10'

Floor Plan
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Hand painted wallpaper depicts stages of history in the area.
Combined with Sherwin Williams Shoji White
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Entering the Church Residence

BED 2
0'

Floor Plan

STUDIO

W/D

BATH

BED 1

KITCHEN

FAMILY ROOM

ENTRY

Sherwin Williams Shoji White is the accent color seen in the entry wallpaper.
Benches in this room were chosen for their reference to church pews. A long
narrow room with four glass and brass, pointed top gothic inspired sconces
leads the way to the doorways.

5'

10'
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Family Room
W/D
0'

104

5'

10'

Kitchen
W/D
0'

5'

10'
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CHURCH

ETHAN ALLEN

Natalie Sofa

Chosen for its tufted rhythmic back and casually
elegant style and materiality.

ETHAN ALLEN Ravei Rug
Chosen for richness of color.
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ETHAN ALLEN Karleigh
Round Ottoman

CATHOLIC COMPANY
Artwork

Ebru Cobalt (G2684), mod
velvet; marble pattern which
speaks to confluence.

Chosen as a reference
to the history of the
building.

ETHAN ALLEN
Caden Chair in Gil Indigo.

ETHAN ALLEN Chandler
Chandelier.

Chosen for the wood
accents and rich colors for a
bit of elegance.

Chosen as a modern version
of a traditional ring chandelier
seen in many church designs.

Church Furnishings and Finishes

Custom Entry Wallpaper

Sherwin Williams
Shoji White- walls
Sherwin Williams
Greek Villa- ceilings
ARTEE
Antique Mirror

THE JOINERY
Pedestal table

BIRCH LANE
Parsons chair

Chosen for warm old
wood, starburst shape,
sustainable quality of
reuse.

Chosen for the pedestal shape.
Custom wood finish dark walnut
to bring in gothic design.

Chosen for upholsted
style and church
reference.

SherwinWilliams
Worldly Gray- Cabinets
SherwinWilliams
Urbane Bronzekitchen island
Existing Wood Floors
Dark Stain

QUOIZEL Alhambre Stained Glass
Light

CRAFT METAL PRODUCTS

CRAFT METAL PRODUCTS

JAMES & JAMES Church pew in
dark wood.

Chosen for its resemblance to
church spires and flying butresses
architecture in European Gothic
Cathedrals, and stained glass.

Hammond Pendant

Hammond Sconce

Chosen for its Church
placement and gothic
style.

Chosen for its Church
placement and gothic
style.

Chosen for the history and sustainability made in USA of hardwoods.
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SCHOOL - 505 PRINCE HENRY AVE
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From left: East facing View of building Front; South Side Addition;
West Facing Rear View; Viewshed Baltimore Row Houses;
Google Earth Site View
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School - 505 Prince Henry Ave
c. 1830

1500 ft2

T

he Bishop building is one story dating back to 1830. It has
horizontal wood siding with a large single window with sidelites on either
side of the front door. There is a one room addition on the south end of
the structure. A new uncharacteristic addition was built oﬀ the back of
the structure in the 1970’s. The original building was built in the Greek
Revival Style.(NRHP) Greek Revival style was a statement about the new
independence from England as a republic, just as in Ancient Athens ( Pile
J. & Guru J., 2014 p. 236). It is reported to have been used as a school,
Civil War storage facility, and hospital overflow in the past. The building
looks out across the street at a series of tenement buildings known as
“Baltimore Row”. These buildings built by Brown Construction were styled
after “Baltimore” type tenement residential construction and finished
in 1928. They are the only “row house” type construction on City Point.
(NRHP) The Bishop House is currently vacant. The surrounding property
is an expansive lawn with large canopy trees. The property overlooks
Water Street, a public park, and the James River.
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Rooms

School Graphic Program
39’

8’
5.48’
64 ft2
Entryway

8’

30 ft2
5.48’
Laundry

gross ft2 = 1500
5.48’

11’
39’

30 ft2
5.48’
Mudroom
120 ft2
kitchen

11’

12.25’
11’
150 ft2
Studio

120 ft2
Familyroom

11’

25.6
10’

100 ft2
masterbath

25.6

5.48’
10’

30 ft2
half bath 5.48’

12.25’
11’

Net ft2= 660ft2
150 ft2
masterbed
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12.25’

120 ft2
Bedroom 2

11’

12.25’

PUBLIC ACCESS

DAYLIGHT/ VIEW

VISUAL PRIVACY

ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY

PLUMBING

SPECIAL EQUIP.
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SQ FT NEEDS

ADJACENCIES

RESIDENTIAL
CRITERIA MATRIX
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2. 3.

KITCHEN

120

1. 3. 8.
9. 10.

3. FAMILYROOM

120

1. 2. 8.
9.

4. MASTERBATH

100

6. 7. 8.

50

505 PRINCE HENRY
AVE

1. MAIN ENTRY
2.

5.

BATH 2

6.

MASTERBEDROOM 1

150

7.

BEDROOM 2

120

8.

LAUNDRY

30

9.

MUDROOM

30

10.

STUDIO

150

2. 3. 8.
10.
1. 2. 3.
8. 9.

11.

HALF BATH

30

1. 8.
9.10.

NET SQ FT

660

5. 6.
2. 4. 7.
9. 10.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

APPLIANCES, CASEWORK

TUB/SHOWER, 1-2 LAVATORIES, 1 TOILET
TUB- SHOWER COMBO, 1 LAV. , 1 TOILET

WASHER/DRYER

UTILITY SINK
1 TOILET, 1 LAVATORY

Y

N

Y

Y

Y

Available ft2 = EFFIC RATIO = Gross x .6

N

Not considered in
the net ft2

505 PRINCE HENRY AVE 1500 ft2 x .6= 900 ft2
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KITCHEN

MASTERBATH

*

LAUNDRY

POWDER ROOM

*
*

BATH 2

BEDROOM 2

STUDIO

-

* *

MASTER BED

MUDROOM

LAUNDRY

BEDROOM2

MASTER BEDROOM

BATH 2

MASTERBATH

*
*

MAIN ENTRY

FAMILY

FAMILY ROOM

KITCHEN

MAIN ENTRY

RESIDENTIAL
ADJACENCY
MATRIX

*

MUDROOM
STUDIO
POWDER
ROOM

-- -
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STRONG ADJACENCY
WEAK
ADJACENCY

School Parti Drawings

N
Bedroom 1

8

Bathroom

7
W/D

Bedroom2

5

Studio

Entry

Familyroom

Kitchen

1

2

3

4

Parti - Confluence

Parti - Fenestration

Parti - Geometry

Fenestration and Geometry
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Bubble Diagram
118

Block Diagram

School Schematic Design

Axon Diagram
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A

sink

STUDIO

DN

ENTRY

CEILING HT 12’

OUTDOOR SLATE
PATIO

CEILING HT 8’

FAMILY ROOM
BED

BED

BATH
W
W/D

LAUNDRY
B

KITCHEN

OUTDOOR DECK

CEILING HT 11’
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Floor Plan

A

0'0"

5'0"

10' 0"

15' 0"

School Floor Plan

T

he entrance to the school building is a symmetrical center hallway
of the main building with front and back entrances wallpapered in
blue and white, this time with accents of Sherwin Williams Positive
Red.
Features of the building include a series of support walls, with
double entries to the studio, family room, and kitchen to allow flow
to move in and out and around islands to reinforce the concept.
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A- View of the Main House Facing West
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School Sections
B

- View of the Familyroom facing South

0

16'
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Hand painted wallpaper depicts stages of history in the area.
Combined with Sherwin Williams Positive Red
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sink

STUDIO

ENTRY

OUTDOOR SLATE
PATIO

School Entry
FAMILY ROOM
BED

BED

BATH
W/D

LAUNDRY

The Greek Revival movement and the American Flag were the catalysts for
the design in this building.The symmetrical hallway of the main building
with front and back entrances wallpapered in blue and white, has accents of
Sherwin Williams Positive Red. Pocket Doors lead to the Studio.

KITCHEN

OUTDOOR DECK

0'0"

5'0"

10' 0"

15' 0"

Floor Plan
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Giant Pegboard

Painting and Canvas storage

Slop Sink

sink

STUDIO

ENTRY

ebay-bingimages

OUTDOOR SLATE
PATIO

Painter’s Studio

FAMILY ROOM
BED

BATH
W/D

LAUNDRY

KITCHEN

OUTDOOR DECK

0'0"

Floor Plan
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5'0"

10' 0"

15' 0"

Studio Design

The studio was designed as a painter's space. Double

entries with pocket doors allow privacy when needed but
maintain historical features, and speak to the confluence
concept.
Its proximity to the front door allows easy visitor
access. Special features of this space are: huge windows
for lots of natural light, a sink for cleanup, built-in
canvas and painting storage in the entry storage area,
easy access to the back door and new slate patio for
outdoor inspiration and a large pegboard for organizing
painting supplies.
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sink

STUDIO

ENTRY

OUTDOOR SLATE
PATIO

Family Room West
FAMILY ROOM
BED

BATH
W/D

School story is brought in with SW Tricorn Black Chalkboard painted walls, a signature flag print,

LAUNDRY

and map of Virginia.
KITCHEN

OUTDOOR DECK

0'0"
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Floor Plan

5'0"

10' 0"

15' 0"

Family Room East

The sofa from Arhaus was chosen for its material reference to the lines on a chalkboard for writing the
alphabet, as well as its rhythmic feature moving through the space. A lamp in blue and white swirling
marble design and a red marbled throw pillow both speak to the materiality of confluence.Light fixtures
were all chosen for their schoolhouse milk glass design.
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SCHOOL

ARHAUS Fenwick Settee
Chosen for its curved arms and rhythmic striped fabric
that resembles the writing lines on a chalkboard.
Sustainability features include , made nearby in
NC using wood certifed by the Sustainable Forestry
initiative.

ETHAN ALLEN
Hartwell Chair
Certi-Pur-US

ETHAN ALLEN
Aldrich Bench
Certi-Pur-US

SOCIETY 6
marbled pillow
POTTERYBARN
baskets

ETHAN ALLEN heirloom Blue Rug
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ARHAUS Ranch Ottoman in
Chinese Red Leather

POTTERYBARN Adelanto
Ceramic Table Lamp.
Marbled confluence pattern.

ETHAN ALLEN
American Star.
Chosen for color
and Americana
Style

School Furnishings and Finishes
Custom Wallpaper
SherwinWilliams
Positive Red-accent
SherwinWilliams
Greek Villa-walls
HARDWOOD ARTISANS
Walden Round Table
Chosen for shape and
sustainability

BIRCH LANE
Findley Stool
Chosen for school
chair appearance

EBAY Slop Sink

SherwinWilliams
Tricorn BlackChalkboard walls,
kitchen cabinets

DICKBLICK.COM
Santafe II Easel

Existing Wood Floors

ETHAN ALLEN Quilted
American flag giclee print

OLDE BRICK
LIGHTING CO.

OLDE BRICK
LIGHTING CO.

Jasper Chandelier

Ryttenburg
Pendant

OLDE BRICK LIGHTING CO.
Ryttenburg Chandelier

EUREKA Focus
Track Light
White

Chosen for schoolhouse
style
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Working Model
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GALLERY 226 E. BROADWAY AVE.
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Google Earth
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Gallery 226 E. Broadway Ave.

The Gallery is located on the main street in Hopewell, at 226 E. Broadway

Ave. It consists of 5500 ft2 on the first floor. The building was constructed in
1919, after the 1915 fire which destroyed much of downtown. It has 13.5’ tin
ceilings.
The interior of the building is one large space with the only windows in the
front of the building. A rhythmic line of support columns runs through the
center of the structure from front to back. A stairway in the rear of the
building is enclosed as part of a rear entrance to the second floor, this is not
part of this study.
Past uses of the building were as a bowling alley, a furniture store and a shoe
store.
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Sunset 06-21
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Sunrise 06-21

Sunset12-21
21
Sunrise 12-21

226 E. Broadway

Site and Sun Study
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viewshed

Gallery Schematic Design
Rooms

74.2’

44.7

10’
100ft2

10’

Main Entry

Gross ft2 = 5500

2000 ft2
Showroom

14.1’
74.2’

200 ft2
Retail Space 14.1’

44.7

7.1’
50 ft2 7.1’
Sales Desk
20
20’

400 ft2
Reception

400 ft2
Storage

20

20’

55.2

10’

7.1’

7.1’

50 ft2 7.1’

50 ft2 7.1’

Restroom 1

Restroom 2

100 ft2 10’

Net ft2 = 3050

55.2

Office

8.9’
80 ft2

10’
100 ft2 10’

8.9’

Custodial

Kitchen
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SALES DESK
FRAMING AREA

ART STUDIOS

RETAIL AREA

CUSTODIAL

STORAGE

RESTROOM 2

RESTROOM 1

KITCHEN

OFFICE

PACK/SHIP AREA

- -

MAIN ENTRYWAY
SHOWROOM

FRAMING AREA

SALES DESK

SHOWROOM

ENTRYWAY

GALLERY
ADJACENCY
MATRIX

*

*

*

*
*

PACK/SHIP AREA
OFFICE
KITCHEN
RESTROOM 1
RESTROOM 2
STORAGE
CUSTODIAL
RETAIL AREA
ART STUDIOS
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STRONG ADJACENCY

DAYLIGHT/ VIEW

PRIVACY

ACOUSTICAL PRIVACY

2. 3. 4.
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Y

Y/N

N

SPECIAL EQUIP.

PUBLIC ACCESS

MAIN ENTRWAY 100

PLUMBING

ADJACENCIES

1.

SQ. FT. NEEDS

GALLERY
CRITERIA
MATRIX

N

N

N

N

3.
4.

SHOWROOM 2000 5. 9. 10.
RETAIL SPACE
SALES DESK

N

WORK TABLE

1. 2. 4.

200 5. 9. 10.
1. 2. 3.

50

Y

Y/N

N

N

N

Y

Y/N

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y/N

N

Y/N

N
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Y

Y

Y
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Y

Y

Y

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

N

Y

Y

N

N

N

Y

Y

Y

Y

1. 2. 3. 4.

5. RECEPTION AREA 400 9. 10.

5. 11.12.

6.

PACK/SHIP AREA 200

7.

OFFICE

100

8.

KITCHEN

100

9.

RESTROOM 1

50

RESTROOM 2

11..

STORAGE

12..

CUSTODIAL

80

MECHANICAL

200

NET FT2

3. 5. 6.

400 12.

9. 10.12

COMPUTER
TABLES, CHAIRS

2. 3. 4.

50

10.

13.

8. 9. 10.

SECURITY
MOVEABLE PARTITION WALLS, STANDS FOR SCULPTURE

1. 3. 4.

2.

SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS

11. 12.

DESK, CHAIR, BOOKCASE, TECHNOLOGY- COMPUTERS
ADA, APPLIANCES
ADA
ADA
SHELVING
SINK, FLOOR DRAIN
ELECTRICAL, HVAC EQUIPMENT, HOT WATER HEATER

3050

SQ FT. Gross 5500 FT2
EFFICIENCY Ratio = Gross x .6
NET FT2 = 3350

Not considered in
the net ft2
5500 X .6 = 3300 FT2
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Adjacency Bubble Diagram
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Adjacency Block Diagram

UP

UP

Parti Diagram - Confluence

Parti Diagram - Columns
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GALLERY PROGRAMMING A3

AVAILABLE SQ FT.

Number of Occupants ( A3-Occ load factor = 30 ft2 / person

Available ft2 = EFFIC RATIO = Gross x .6

net ft2 / 30 =

Gross

3350/ 30 ft2/ person = 111 people

5500 FT2

Eﬃciency Ratio = Gross x .6

5500 X .6 = 3300 FT2

PLUMBING A3 (TABLE 2902.1)

NUMBER OF EXITS REQUIRED
“A3” Designation/ 50 people

WC

Males 111 people/125 people per toilet= 1 toilets
Females 111 / 65 people per toilet = 2 toilets
111 people/ 50 = 3 exits

LAV

111 people / 200 people / lav = 1 lavatory

1 service sink
1 drinking fountain
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RESIDENTIAL PROGRAMMING - R3

TOTAL RESIDENTIAL SQ FT = 4969 FT2

AVAILABLE SQ FT

NUMBEROF OCCUPANTS

NUMBER OF EXITS
REQUIRED

Available ft2 = EFFIC RATIO = Gross x .6

Residential = 200 ft2 /occupant

R designation is one
exit / 10 people

St Dennis Chapel 1349ft2 x .6 = 809.4 ft2

Net ft2 / 200 ft2/person
1227 / 200 = 6 people

1

1768 / 200 = 8-9 people

1

1388/ 200 = 6-7 people

1

601 Prince Henry Ave 2160 ft2 x .6 =1296 ft2
505 Prince Henry Ave. 1500 ft2 x .6= 900 ft2
Tot ft2

4969

PLUMBING R-3
WC - 1/ dwelling = 1
Lav - 1/ 10 people = 1
Bathtub or shower 1/ dwelling unit = 1
1 Kitchen sink 1 washer/dryer
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E. Broadway Ave

A

ENTRY/
RECEPTION

RETAIL

RR

Stackable
chair
storage
Drinking
Fountains

RR

Ceiling Ht. 9’

Ceiling Ht 13’6”

GALLERY 1

As in its sister buildings, the flow of the gallery

GALLERY 2

space speaks to balance, ,and the concept and moves
as the rivers from reception and retail around nodes,
in and out of galleries and back to the storage,
kitchenette and oﬃce areas, where a frosted glass
window with a clear logo allows visual surveillance of
the entry without complete exposure.

Cust.
sink

STORAGE

OFFICE
KITCHENETTE

UP

0' 0"

A

Floor Plan
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3/64

15' 0"

Gallery Floor Plan
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Gallery Section

0'

A
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View facing West - Storage to Reception

8'

16'

Gallery Entry

The gallery is rustic and modern in design. Newly exposed brick walls show a few areas of remaining plaster in the reception
area that highlights the blue and white wallpaper in this space, as if it were torn oﬀ the existing walls.
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The Front Door

RETAIL

RECEPTION

RR

RR

GALLERY 1

Pinterest
P
Pi

Mosaic Tile floor

GALLERY 2

Cust.
sink

STORAGE

OFFICE
KITCHENETTE

UP

0' 0"

Gallery Entry
Name on the glass and art wall beyond
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15' 0"

Retail Space

Hunter Douglas
Designer Screen Shades

RETAIL

RECEPTION

RR

RR

GALLERY 1

GALLERY 2

Cust.
sink

STORAGE

OFFICE
KITCHENETTE

UP

0' 0"

15' 0"

Retail Space
Confluence where two pieces of wood join is clearly exemplified in the retail shelves and reclaimed
wood beams that highlight the gallery space. This joinery speaks to the construction of the other three
companion buildings.
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Main Gallery

Adjustable track lights attached to
bottom of beams

Frosted Glass
with clear logo for vision

Beam Joinery

RETAIL

RECEPTION

RR

GALLERY
Y1

GALLERY
Y2

Gallery Beams and Oﬃce Window

Cust.
sink

STORAGE

OFFICE
KITCHENETTE

UP

0' 0"
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15' 0"

Restroom Hallway

Lumens Apex Wall Sconce

6’
7’
RETAIL

RECEPTION

RR

GALLERY 1

GALLERY 2

The restroom wall contains a storage area for stacking chairs and
tables for gallery functions.

Cust.
sink

STORAGE

OFFICE
KITCHENETTE

UP

0' 0"

15' 0"
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GALLERY

THE JOINERY reception desk
Is an example of sustainable custom
wood construction using walnut, a
native wood, in its natural state.
It is an example of possible grain
placement to influence the idea of
confluence.

SERIES 7 STACKABLE
CHAIRS BY FRITZ HANSEN
Chosen for stackability,
simple modern style that
fits with the flowing curves
of the gallery confluence
design.
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THE JOINERY
Live- Edge Entry Table.

THE JOINERY
Sebastion Low Bookcase

THE JOINERY
Sebastion Tall Bookcase

Sustainable because
of native woods, with
artisan joinery.

Chosen for
exceptional Joinery and
Native Hardwood.

Chosen for

ETHAN ALLEN
Journey to the Unknown
Painting.
Chosen for its
confluencesque pattern.

Exceptional Joinery and
Native Hardwood.

“STAS” HANGING SYSTEMS
Allows versatile options for hanging
artwork over brick walls or Gyp walls.
www.picturehangingsystems.com

EUREKA LIGHTING
Focus Track Light, White
Chosen to highlight
artwork.

EUREKA LIGHTING
Chosen for simple
design and acoustic
features.

POTTERYBARN ACCESSORIES

LUMENS LIGHTING
Apex Pendant
Chosen for shape
and Confluence
Symbology.

Cactus, Baskets, Vases

LUMENS
LIGHTING
Apex Sconce

LUMENS LIGHTING
Apex Vanity Light

IKEA Potted Plant
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MATERIALS SPEC BOOK
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LIGHTING
Tavern

Company Name

Arhaus

Website

www.arhaus.com

Fixture Name/ Number

Grand 9 light chandelier

Potterybarn
www.potterybarn.com
Lockhart Chandelier

Description
Color
Dimensions
Available sizes
Material

Forged Iron

Special instruction

Damp UL Listed

Environment/ Sustainability
Reason Chosen
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Fixture chosen for its colonial reference to the
hospitality pineapple top and its rustic metal
finish.

Chosen for its colonial candelabra style and
rustic metal finish.
Fair Trade

ARHAUS

Ethan Allen

ETHAN ALLEN

www.arhaus.com

www.ethanallen.com

www.ethanallen.com

Ferris Chandelier

Cloche Chandelier

Jasmine Blue Bamboo Table Lamp.

Chosen as a candlelit lantern

Chosen for Colonial Stencil look and
confluence pattern. Made from s ustainable
bamboo.

40” Dia

15 - 25 W max e12 bulbs
LED Compatible

Chosen for its whiskey barrel ring design
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FURNISHINGS
Tavern

Company Name

Ethan Allen

Website

www.ethanallen.com

Furniture Name/ Number

Ethan Allen
www.ethanallen.com

Emerson Sofa

Skylar Wing Chair

Hayes Ivory

Spencer Navy

Fabric
Color

Chunky Herringbone

Dimensions

80”L x 40”D x 36”H

35” W x 37” D x 43 “ H

Chosen for herringbone pattern fabric and
traditional style

Chosen for colonial wing chair style

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability

90 W x 40D x 36 H CertiPUR-US
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Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)

CertiPUR-US

Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)

Ethan Allen
www.ethanallen.com
Gillian Host Chair
Marcus - Navy
Navy/ Beige
27” Wx 26” D x 41” H

Birch Lane

Arhaus Furniture

www.birchlane.com

www.arhaus.com

Sanctuary Chair

Jacob Dining Table with vertex Base

wood

Walnut, Oak, Iron

gray

Natural

43.25” H x 24.25” W x 24.75 “ D

Large - 42”w x 78”l x 30”t (seats 8 to 10)

Chosen for back shape speaking to confluence
CertiPUR-US

Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)

Small - 42”w x 60”l x 30”t (seats 6 to 8)

Base shape is highly suggestive of Confluence
Chosen for its colonial bow back and wing chair
sryle

Made from SolidWood, walnut and oak that are
native to this area. Base made of iron.
Made by Amish artisans to be handed down from
generatiom to generation.
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FURNISHINGS

Tavern

Company Name

ETHAN ALLEN

POTTERYBARN

Website

www.ethanallen.com

www.potterybarn.com

Furniture Name/ Number

Textured Twill Surged Rug

Fabric
100% Stainmaster Luxerell nylon
Color

Tanner Round End Table
iron
Blackened Bronze

Dimensions
9’ x 12’

24” round

Chosen for its warm color and herrigbone pattern

Chosen for rough metal base

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability

Responsibly Made
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ETHAN ALLEN
www.ethanallen.com

THE JOINERY
www.thejoinery.com

THE JOINERY
www.thejoinery.com

Beal Trestle Table

Beal Trestle Bench

Fabric covered Rubberwood with nailheads

Eastern Walnut

Eastern Walnut

Cobalt

Natural

Natural

52W x 25D x 17H

42”D x 96” W x 30” H

16”D x 88”W x 19”H

Chosen for its color and nailheads representing a tavern
barrel feature.

Chosen joinery and sustainability
Handcrafted to last a lifetime

Chosen joinery and sustainability
Hand crafted to last a lifetime

Mclevin Coﬀee table.
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FURNISHINGS and
ACCESSORIES
Tavern

Company Name
Website
Furniture Name/ Number

ETHAN ALLEN

ETHAN ALLEN

www.ethanallen.com

www.ethanallen.com

Over Under II.

Over Under I

Chosen for Confluence Pattern Study and color.

Chosen for Confluence Pattern Study.

Fabric
Color
Dimensions

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability
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ETHAN ALLEN
www.ethanallen.com
Antique AspectIII.
Giclee on paper

31.5” W x 2.25” D x 31.5“ H

Vintage Textile Print

Chosen for color and confluence Design.
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LIGHTING
St Dennis Church

Company Name

Ethan Allen

Craft Metal Products Inc.

Website

www.ethanallen.com

www.craftmetal.com

Fixture Name/ Number

Chandler Ring Chandelier Item #093044

Hammond Series HD1224L Pendant

Description

twisted iron-tendrilled ring

Gothic

Color

Antique brass

Brass Coated Metal, White Glass

33.5” Dia. x 24” H

12”w x 26”

Material

iron with painted brass finish

Brass Brass Coated Metal
White Arcrylic Diﬀuser

Special Requirements

linen shades available

Environment/ Sustainability

6- 60W max E12 candelabra bulbs

Incandesent or LED
LED Compatible

Chosen for Gothic Church Style

Chosen for Gothic Church Style

Dimensions

Reason for Choice
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Craft Metal Products Inc.

Quoizel

www.craftmetal.com

www.quoizellightinglights.com
TF1816VB

Hammond Series Wall Sconce

Alhambre

Gothic Style

Tiﬀany Pendant

Brass Coated Metal, White Glass

Cream Colored opalescent glass

8” W x 17” H 4”Ext
Other larger options available

25” H x 22” W

Brass Coated Metal
White Arcrylic Diﬀuser
NA
Cream Colored opalescent glass
Medium Base, 60W Max, Incandesent or LED
LED Compatible
Chosen for Gothic Church Style

A19 Med
CFL Spiral
Chosen for its resemblance to the architecture of
medieval cathedrals
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FURNISHINGS
Church

Company Name

Ethan Allen

Ethan Allen

www.ethanallen.com

www.ethanallen.com

Furniture Name/ Number

Nathalie- channel stitch back

Karleigh Round Ottoman

Fabric

Weir Linen

Ebru Cobalt Velvet

Color

Taupe

blue marble pattern

Website

Dimensions

40” diam
78”W x 34”D x 33” H

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability

Chosen for channel backand luxurious fabric
CertiPUR-US

Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)
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Chosen for confluence marbled fabric in velvet
CertiPUR-US

Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)

Ethan Allen
www.ethanallen.com
Caden Wing Chair
Gil Indigo heathered chenille solid
Indigo
29” W x 37” D x 39 “ H

CertiPUR-US

Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)

Birch Lane

Ethan Allen

www.birchlane.com

www.ethanallen.com

Parsons Chair

Area Rug

Faux Leather
red

39.2” H x 18” W x 24” D

Chosen for church reference, color and solidity

multi
9’ x 12’

Chosen for rich colors and traditional pattern.
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FURNISHINGS and
ACCESSORIES
Church

CATHOLIC COMPANY

Company Name

THE JOINERY

Website

www.thejoinery.com

www.catholiccompany.com

Furniture Name/ Number

Round Table
Walden Small

Madonna Artwork

Fabric

Solid Hardwood

Color
Dimensions

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability
Chosen for the pedestal shape. Custom wood
finish dark walnut to bring in gothic design.
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Chosen as a reference to the history of the
building

ARTEE

Fabrics and Home

JAMES & JAMES

www.arteefabricsandhome.com

carpenterjames.com

Antique Mirror

Church pew
in dark wood.

Chosen for warm
old wood, starburst shape, sustainable quality
of reuse.

Chosen for the history and sustainability made
in USA of hardwoods.
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LIGHTING
School

Company Name

Olde Brick Lighting

Olde Brick Lighting

Website

https://oldebricklighting.com/

https://oldebricklighting.com/

Fixture Name/ Number

CH3-Ryttenburg-8

PD-Jasper-10

Description

8” milk glass schoolhouseshades
2 or 3 shade Chandelier
Handblown glass

Milk Glass Art Deco Shade,
Pendant, Down Rod

Color

Opal/White/milkglass

Opal/White/milkglass

Dimensions

3 shade-26” Diam, 2 shade 24” Diam
Rod length 30”, Ceiling Canopy 5”

10” W,Rod length 36”, Ceiling Canopy 5”

Available sizes

2 or 3 shade

10”, 12”,14”

Material

Handblown Glass/ MatteBrass
UL listed
Bulbs- Incandescent/ LED/ CFL
E26 Medium Base Socket
Max Watts 75w, Voltage 120v

Handblown Glass/ MatteBrass
UL listed
Bulbs- Incandescent/ LED/ CFL
E26 Medium Base Socket
Max Watts 100w, Voltage 120v

Environment/ Sustainability

LED Compatible

LED Compatible

Reason for Choice

Traditional Schoolhouse design

Traditional Schoolhouse design

Special instructions
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Olde Brick Lighting
https://oldebricklighting.com/
CH3-Ryttenburg-8

PotteryBarn
www.potterybarn.com
Adelanto Ceramic Table Lamp.

EUREKA
www.eurekalighting.com
Focus Track Light
White

16” milk glass shade
Handblown glass

Spot track light

Opal/White/milkglass

white

16” shade
12”, 14”, 16”

6” Diam, 27.5” H

4.5” tall x 4.7” deep

Handblown Glass/ MatteBrass
glass, metal white linen shade
UL listed
Bulbs- Incandescent/ LED/ CFL
E26 Medium Base Socket
Max Watts 75w, Voltage 120v

Bulb- 150W type A

LED Compatible
Traditional Schoolhouse design

Track available per specs

LED
Marbled confluence pattern.
Fair trade, sustainably sourced, certified
non-toxic
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FURNISHINGS and
ACCESSORIES
School

Company Name

Arhaus

Arhaus

Website

www.arhaus.com

www.arhaus.com

Furniture Name/ Number

Fenwick Setee

Ranch leather Ottoman

Fabric

Salinas Indigo

Leather

Color

Navy Blue/ Indigo

Promenade Leather-Chinese Red

Dimensions

74” W x 34” D x 36” H

56” W x 36”D x 19” H

Made in North Carolina
Wood from the Sustainable Forest Initiative
Cushion cores made from eco-friendly foam
made partly from sustainable, plant based
material.
Frames made from recycled steel

Made in North Carolina
Wood from the Sustainable Forest Initiative
Cushion cores made from eco-friendly foam
made partly from sustainable, plant based
material.
Frames made from recycled steel

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability
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Ethan Allen

Ethan Allen

www.ethanallen.com

https://www.ethanallen.com

Hartwell

Aldrich Bench
Brax Ivory (23632), textured woven solid

Ivory
30” Wx 36” D x 42” H CertiPUR-US

Ethan Allen
www.ethanallen.com
ETHAN ALLEN heirloom Blue Rug
100% New Zealand Wool

Ivory

Dark Blue

64 W x 27D x 41 H

9’ x 12’

Nailheads

CertiPUR-US
Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)

CertiPUR-US
Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)

Chosen for color
CertiPUR-US

Made without ozone depleters
Made without PBDEs, TDCPP or TCEP (”Tris”) flame
retardants
Made without mercury, lead, and other heavy metals
Made without formaldehyde
Made without phthalates regulated by the Consumer
Product Safety Commission
Low VOC (Volatile Organic Compound) emissions for
indoor air quality (less than 0.5 parts per million)
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FURNISHINGS and
ACCESSORIES
School

Company Name

BIRCH LANE

ETHAN ALLEN

Website

www.birchlane.com

www.ethanallen.com

Furniture Name/ Number

Findley Stool

Quilted American flag giclee print

Fabric
Giclee on paper with hand cut applique
Color

red,white,blue

Dimensions
40” H x 19” W x 21” D

50’ W x 1.5” D x 40”H

Chosen for school chair appearance

Protected with Acrylite acrylic

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability

Chosen for school flag reference
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ETHAN ALLEN
www.ethanallen.com

Potterybarn
www.potterybarn.com

https://society6.com
marbled pillow

American Star.

Chosen for color and Americana Style

SOCIETY 6

Chosen for its texture and handmade quality

Chosen for its color and marbled pattern speaking to confluence
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FURNISHINGS and
ACCESSORIES
School

Company Name

EBAY

DICKBLICK
DICKBLICK.COM

Website
https://pages.ebay.com/homepage
Furniture Name/ Number

Slop Sink

Santafe II Easel

Chosen for recycled Sustainability and antique
qualities

Chosen for its professional painter qualities

Fabric
Color
Dimensions

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability
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THE JOINERY
www.thejoinery.com
Walden Small Round Table

Chosen for the pedestal shape. Custom wood finish dark
walnut to bring in gothic design.
Sustainable built in Culpepper, Virginia out of local
hardwoods
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LIGHTING
Gallery

Company Name
Website
Fixture Name/ Number

LUMENS LIGHTING

LUMENS LIGHTING

www.lumens.com

www.lumens.com

Apex Pendant

Apex Sconce

Espresso

Espresso

Description

Color

5” W x 13.5 “H x 3” D

Dimensions
Available sizes
Material
Wet/Dry Rated
Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability
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Steel, Wood
Shade - Fabric, Acrylic

Steel, Wood
Shade - Fabric, Acrylic

EL listed Damp

EL listed Damp

Lumafuse laminated arcylic shade

Lumafuse laminated arcylic shade

Chosen for shape and Confluence Symbology

Chosen for shape and Confluence Symbology

LUMENS LIGHTING

Eureka Lihgting

www.lumens.com

www.Eurekalighting.com

Apex Vanity Light

Focus 2047

EUREKA LIGHTING
www.eurekalighting.com
Mill pendant
Shade- Custom CNC cut rigid felt

Spot track light

Espresso

white
4.5” tall x 4.7” deep

Steel, Wood
Shade - Fabric, Acrylic

30 colors
14” tall

Felt shade

EL listed Damp
Lumafuse laminated arcylic shade

Track available per specs

Chosen for shape and Confluence Symbology

LED

Chosen for simple design and acoustic
features
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FURNISHINGS
Gallery

Design Within Reach

Company Name

The Joinery

Website

www.thejoinery.com/

www.dwr.com

Furniture Name/ Number

Winward Reception Desk

Series 7 Stackable Chair

Wood type

Eastern Walnut, Western Walnut, and Reclaimed
Fir.

Color

Natural

White
l

Dimensions
32.5” H 20” W 20.5 “ D
Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability
Furniture from the Joinery is sustainably made
from hardwoods that are native to this area.
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Stacking base allows for 6 chairs

The Joinery

THE JOINERY

THE JOINERY

www.thejoinery.com/

www.thejoinery.com/

Sebastion Low Bookcase

Sebastion Tall Bookcase

Eastern Walnut, Western Walnut, and
Reclaimed Fir.

Eastern Walnut, Western Walnut, and
Reclaimed Fir.

Natural

Natural

Exceptional Joinery and Native Hardwood

Exceptional Joinery and Native Hardwood

www.thejoinery.com/
Entry Table
Eastern Walnut, Western Walnut, and Reclaimed
Fir.
Natural

Furniture from the Joinery is sustainably made
from hardwoods that are native to this area.
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FURNISHINGS and
ACCESSORIES
Gallery

Company Name
Website
Furniture Name/ Number
Fabric

ETHAN ALLEN
www.ethanallen.com
Journey to the Unknown

“STAS” HANGING SYSTEMS
usa@stasgroup.com
brick wall hanging systems

Giclee Print

Color
Dimensions

Special instructions

Environment/ Sustainability
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Chosen for its confluencesque pattern.

Allows versatile options for hanging
artwork over brick walls or Gyp walls.
www.picturehangingsystems.com

POTTERYBARN

IKEA

www.potterybarn.com

www.IKEA.com

Random Accessories

Potted Plant
silk

Cactus, Baskets, Vases

Accessories chosen to fit on Retail shelves and represent
handmade artworks
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Reflections

from the author

As this project has come to a conclusion, there was
much discussion about implementation of the concept
in the design and the symbology employed for the
concept. The theoretical nature of this thesis was
always a battle, with the reality devil on one shoulder
and the theoretical devil on the other. It was also a
constant battle between the concept influencing the
design, and story and history influencing the design.
I tried to walk a line and strike a balance between the
two, pulling in concept in materiality when I could, and
keeping some history in the spatial or architectural
design.
As far as presentation style, I wish I was a little more
loose and not as scripted, but telling a story was
important. More pointing to the project while speaking
was suggested.
But in the end, I wish that I could have employed one
of my professors, Camden Whitehead’s, great quotes
“Bite oﬀ less, and chew more.” In an attempt to do
individual residential design, and not multiple unit
design, I bit oﬀ four separate buildings. As a result, I
bit oﬀ a lot and was not really able to chew on any one
design as much as I would have liked.

